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Abstract 
In the United States, legal authorities well into the 20th century wanted to maintain the 
integrity of the marriage union; therefore, early divorce laws made it difficult to get divorced.  
When two individuals, a man and a woman, signed a marriage contract, their identities as two 
individuals became secondary to their identities as husband and wife.  The “unit” established by 
the marriage was now a matter of public interest and of greater social importance than either 
individual.  Legally, legislatures writing the laws and the courts enforcing them therefore did 
their best to maintain this unit.  When one member of the unit petitioned for divorce, in effect 
they were claiming the actions of the other member of the unit had violated the legal and sacred 
bonds of that unit. 
In the late 19th century, western states, including Kansas began to make more liberal 
provisions for divorce.  This study will examine those liberal divorce laws in Kansas with a 
particular focus on women who, like the Populist orator Mary Elizabeth Lease, used the law to 
protect their individual property interests in a marriage.  Though such women were by no means 
the majority of women who sought divorce, their cases highlight a growing controversy in late 
nineteenth century Kansas over the state’s provisions for divorce.  The openness of the state’s 
divorce laws allowed individuals, including female individuals, to use the law for their own 
purposes.  Faced with the staggering increase in the Kansas divorce rate by the end of the 
century, some judges complained that the law did not adequately protect the state’s interest in 
preserving marital unions. 
To date, the historiography on divorce has focused on nation-wide trends.  By focusing 
on Kansas law and the experience of women in the north central part of the state, this study seeks 
 to open up an analysis, not just of the law, but of how individuals used the law.  Chapter One 
includes a discussion on the evolution of divorce law in the United States.  Chapter Two focuses 
on Kansas law and examines the uses that two particular women made of that law to act on their 
own behalf.  Chapter Three examines the growing controversy in the late nineteenth century 
Kansas regarding the rising divorce rate and uses a controversial Clay County case to highlight 
some of the judicial concerns about the “abuses” of the law. 
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Introduction 
In the early 1880s, a young wife and her husband moved from Denison, Texas, to 
Kingman County, Kansas, after their farm failed in Texas.  Mary Elizabeth Lease and her 
husband, Charles, homesteaded around the town of Kingman.  Besides farming Charles Lease 
was a druggist and worked for local pharmacies in both Texas and Kansas.  The Leases lived in 
Kingman until 1885 when they moved to Wichita.  During the 1880s, Mary Elizabeth Lease 
became involved with several reform movements including the Women’s Christian Temperance 
Union, the Knights of Labor and the Farmer’s Alliance.  When the Farmer’s Alliance formed the 
Populist Party, Mary Elizabeth Lease traveled to give lectures in support of the Party and 
eventually moved to New York City with her children, leaving Charles Lease behind in Osage 
Mission, a small community near Wichita.  And then, in 1902, when Mary Elizabeth Lease was 
in her early fifties, she returned to Kansas to file for divorce.  In her divorce petition, she cited 
her husband’s “non-support” as her grounds to sever their union after thirty years of marriage.1   
Lease’s actions were not that unusual.  By the year of her divorce, approximately one in 
eight Kansas marriages was ending in divorce; over two-thirds of those divorces were initiated 
by women.  Mary Elizabeth Lease’s case was, however, unusual in several respects.  Unlike 
most women, she did not rely on her husband for support:  her speaking career had provided her 
the means to support herself and educate her four children.  In addition, sixty-five percent of the 
women who filed for divorce cited abandonment or extreme cruelty as the cause.  Lease’s 
divorce petition was not therefore, as was so often the case, the product of physical terror or 
financial desperation.  Though no one can be certain why she sought divorce, it is likely that 
                                                
1 Kathryn Price, “Mary Elizabeth Lease:  Lawyer, Politician and Hellraiser,” Women’s Legal History Biography 
Project, Stanford Law School, Fall 1997, womenslegalhistory.stanford.edu, 2-3, 33-34. 
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after five years away from Kansas, she had simply lost interest in the marriage, since no one who 
knew him believed that Charles Lease was the “deadbeat” husband that her petition claimed he 
was.  He was just a man who made less money than his wife.  The Kansas constitutional 
provisions that granted married women the right to their own property were probably on her 
mind:  a divorce would allow Mary Lease to keep what was hers for her use alone.  In any case, 
Charles Lease did not file a counter petition (although he could have accused her of 
“abandonment”).  In fact the Wichita Daily Eagle reported her husband’s response: 
“Mrs. Lease is all right,” said Mr. Lease to a reporter for the Eagle yesterday, 
with sorrow depicted in every line of his face.  “She is wonderfully ambitious, and 
I presume she thinks she can make her own way in the world better without me.  I 
never made any resistance to her getting a divorce, when I once made up my mind 
that she desired to have one.  …I have not one word to say against Mrs. Lease.  
She had to say something to get her divorce and my mind was made up to allow 
her to say whatever she thought best.”2 
 
It appears that Charles and Mary Elizabeth Lease had mutually decided (although reluctantly on 
his part) to end the legal “contract” that had established their marriage.  Why then did she accuse 
him of being a “ne’er do well husband” who “squandered” her earnings?3  The answer is that the 
state of Kansas did not view the Lease marriage as a contract, but rather as a social unit in which 
the state had an interest.  In seeking to end her marriage, Mary Elizabeth Lease’s petition had to 
fit one of the ten grounds that Kansas law allowed for divorces and all those “grounds” were 
based on the claim that one party had violated the very nature of the role he or she had assumed 
upon becoming a “husband” or a “wife.”  
                                                
2 Wichita Daily Eagle, “Mr. Lease is Forgiving,” May 25, 1902, Mary Elizabeth Lease folder, Kansas State 
Historical Society, Topeka, Kansas. 
3 Price, 32. 
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In the United States, legal authorities wanted to maintain the integrity of the marriage 
union; therefore, early divorce laws made it difficult to get divorced.  When two individuals, a 
man and a woman, signed a marriage contract, their identities as two individuals became 
secondary to their identities as husband and wife.  The “unit” established by the marriage was 
now a matter of public interest and of greater social importance than either individual.  Legally, 
legislatures writing the laws and the courts enforcing them did their best to maintain this unit.  
When one member of the unit petitioned for divorce, in effect they were claiming the actions of 
the other member of the unit had violated the legal and sacred bonds of that unit.  In Man and 
Wife in America, Hendrik Hartog explains the dominant legal thought of the period: 
Divorce laws belonged to the public, not to the parties themselves.  They were not 
intended to allow couples to escape identities assumed in marriage.  Divorce 
punished the guilty for “criminal” conduct.  Conversely, divorce allowed an 
“innocent” spouse to escape the moral contamination that might accompany 
continued cohabitation with a guilty spouse.  In a world where marital unity 
meant something, it was important that divorce exist.  At the same time, it was 
still more important that divorce not be understood as a form of voluntary exit 
available to all married couples.  It was, wrote Schouler, because marriage was 
‘not on the footing of ordinary contracts, that husband and wife’ could not, ‘on 
principle, compromise, arbitrate, or modify their relationship at pleasure.’  Or end 
it.4 
 
Kansas law did not care whether Mary Elizabeth and Charles Lease had mutually agreed to end 
their marriage, nor did the law care whether either individual was “happy.”  What mattered was 
whether one of them had so violated their status as husband or wife that the social institution of 
their marriage was irreparably destroyed.  Someone had to be guilty. 
                                                
4 Hendrik Hartog, Man and Wife in America:  A History, (Cambridge:  Harvard University Press, 2000), 75-76. 
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One other factor is important here.  Mary Elizabeth Lease filed for divorce as a “wife” 
and wives had a different status than “husbands.”  Traditionally, a married woman had no legal 
existence separate from her husband’s, a legal status known as “coverture.”  When a man and 
woman were united in marriage, a wife lost control over property, her ability to make contracts, 
and the right to her own person.  The husband would assume responsibility for his wife in all 
aspects including all of his wife’s premarital debts and obligations.5  Although Kansas had 
overturned part of coverture, by granting married women the right to their own property, other 
aspects remained.  When Lease returned to Kansas to file for divorce, she did so as a legal 
resident of Kansas, not New York.  So long as she remained married, her legal residence was that 
of her husband whether she lived with him or not.  More importantly for her, so long as she 
remained married, her income belonged to the marriage, not specifically to her. 
Fortunately for Lease, Kansas was a more liberal place to seek a divorce than New York, 
and it allowed Mary Elizabeth Lease and other Kansas women take divorce law into their own 
hands and use it for their own individual purposes. The Kansas divorce statutes outlined ten 
grounds for divorce.  A person could petition for divorce in New York only if they could prove 
their spouse had committed adultery.  Kansas also had a shorter waiting period both to establish 
residency and for the divorce to become final.  Lastly, women petitioners were not necessarily 
looked at unfavorably in the state of Kansas.  All of these reasons led to Kansas being known for 
its liberal divorce laws. 
Although a number of studies have examined divorce law in the United States, the 
current historiography has tended to focus on national trends.  Mary Somerville Jones’s An 
Historical Geography of Changing Divorce Law in the United States surveys changes in divorce 
                                                
5 Hartog, 99. 
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law from a geographic perspective.  Jones investigates the variation and the changes in divorce 
law and divorce rates.  She tracks changes in numbers of state divorces compared to the changes 
in divorce law to determine if a specific pattern could be identified for the region.  This study 
benefited from Jones’s work because it showed how divorce law changed by region.6 
In 1988, Roderick Phillips’s Putting Asunder:  A History of Divorce in Western Society 
evaluated divorce law worldwide and provided several key arguments for the changes in divorce 
law over time across the world.  Phillips analyzes changes in the legal status and frequency of 
divorce in Western society.  This study ranged both geographically from Australia to 
Scandinavia and chronologically from the Middle Ages to the late nineteenth century.  However, 
the focus of this study was on developments in France, Great Britain, and the United States from 
the sixteenth to nineteenth centuries.  Phillips’s book explains the history of divorce worldwide 
for the past five centuries and the gradual liberalization of divorce legislation.  This book 
provides necessary background information for anyone who wants to understand divorce law.7 
Glenda Riley published the first essential book on U.S. divorce in the 1990s.  In her work 
Divorce: An American Tradition, Riley surveys the changes in divorce law in the United States.  
In this book Riley argues, “conflict between anti-divorce and pro-divorce factions has prevented 
the development of effective, beneficial divorce laws, procedures, and policies.”8  She traces the 
controversy of divorce in American life from the first divorce case in Puritan Massachusetts to 
the present.  Through this analysis, she concludes the most persistent difficulties in divorce have 
involved child custody battles and the reality of financial survival.  Finally, she notes that the 
effects of industrialization, urbanization, and changing gender roles are often left out of divorce 
                                                
6 Mary Somerville Jones, An Historical Geography of Changing Divorce Law, (New York:  Garland Publishing, 
Inc., 1987). 
7 Roderick Phillips, Putting Asunder:  A History of Divorce in Western Society.  (Cambridge:  University of 
Cambridge Press, 1988).   
8 Glenda Riley, Divorce:  An American Tradition, (New York:  Oxford University Press, 1991), viii. 
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law analysis.  Riley’s study explains the history of divorce and subsequent changes in the law.  
She focused her study on the New England region. 
In 2000, Hendrik Hartog published Man and Wife in America:  A History, a work that 
examines the struggles of marital life, marital identities, and the legal concepts of wife, husband, 
and unity.  He explains that even though nineteenth-century Americans respected marriage as a 
life-long institution, they were getting divorced at staggering rates.  Hartog further argues that 
married couples exercised a range of options between marriage and divorce including separate 
maintenance agreements, abandonment, desertion, and even remarriage.  Hartog’s book provides 
a better understanding of the history of marriage in America.  Hartog supplies an overview of 
marriage in the United States.  A careful review of this book provided essential information 
about marriage necessary to form the underpinning of this study.9 
One of the best recent works on the law as it pertains to women’s history is Sandra F. 
VanBurkleo’s Belonging to the World:  Women’s Rights and American Constitutional Culture.  
VanBurkleo synthesizes the struggle for women’s rights and the relationship of this struggle to 
the Constitution.  In her work, VanBurkleo establishes a comprehensive view of women’s 
attempts, both private and public, to gain rights from the colonial era to the late 1990’s.  As she 
maps the history of women’s rights, VanBurkleo outlines the changing roles of women in both 
the public and private sphere.  She explains the relationship of women to their husbands, local 
community, and to the law.  She outlines the changes in divorce law across the country and 
delineated how these changes affected women.  VanBurkleo’s masterful work supplies valuable 
information about women’s property rights and rights to divorce.  New additions to the body of 
                                                
9 Hendrik Hartog, Man and Wife in America:  A History, (Cambridge:  Harvard University Press, 2000). 
 xiv 
scholarship on divorce law continue to add to the knowledge of divorce in both Kansas and the 
United States and to substantiate the role of women as related to divorce law.10 
This study will argue that some women, like Mary Elizabeth Lease, used the liberal 
divorce laws in Kansas to protect their individual property interests in a marriage.  Though such 
women were by no means the majority of women who sought divorce, their cases highlight a 
growing controversy in the late nineteenth century Kansas over the state’s provisions for divorce.  
The openness of the state’s divorce laws allowed individuals, including female individuals, to 
use the law for their own purposes.  Faced with the staggering increase in the Kansas divorce rate 
by the end of the century, some judges complained that the law did not adequately protect the 
state’s interest in preserving marital unions. 
To date, the historiography on divorce has focused on nation-wide trends.  By focusing 
on Kansas law and the experience of women in the north central part of the state, this study seeks 
to open up an analysis, not just of the law, but of how individuals used the law.  Through an 
analysis of newspaper records, divorce case law, state and national divorce statistics, and local 
divorce cases, this study will contend women used the liberal divorce laws in Kansas to protect 
their own interests and explain why district court judges were so upset about the lack of care for 
the marriage union.  Chapter One includes a discussion on the evolution of divorce law in the 
United States.  Chapter Two focuses on Kansas law and the uses that two particular women 
made of that law to act on their own behalf.  Chapter Three examines the growing controversy in 
late nineteenth century Kansas regarding the rising divorce rate and uses a controversial Clay 
County case to highlight some of the judicial concerns about the “abuses” of the law. 
 
                                                
10 Sandra F. VanBurkleo, Belonging to the World:  Woman’s Rights and American Constitutional Culture, (New 
York:  Oxford University Press, 2001). 
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CHAPTER 1 - Divorce Law in the United States 
Divorce in the English colonies was not impossible, but it was certainly rare.  It can be 
argued that it was not until the late nineteenth century that divorce laws in the western U.S. 
abandoned these conservative origins for more liberal legal codes.  Divorce law in the United 
States derived from the tradition of English common law.  English common law was a legal 
system established by judicial precedent rather than through legislative action.  The body of 
precedents set by previous legal cases provided the basis for legal decisions.  Following the 
American Revolution, each state had the option to codify their laws and many states amended 
these laws as time passed.  Divorce law, however, remained overwhelmingly conservative until 
the western territories that became states formalized their own laws for marriage and divorce, 
most of which were more liberal than the laws of East coast states.  Women living in the western 
states benefited from the liberal nature of these laws.  They used divorce as a remedy to escape 
from irreparable marriages.  The liberalization of U.S. divorce law positively affected women all 
across the country. 
The English legal tradition from which the U.S. derived its legal system was quite 
complicated when addressing divorce.  In early Christian societies, marriage occurred when a 
man and a woman willed themselves wed.  But as the Roman Catholic faith was institutionalized 
across western Europe, the church controlled all aspects of the marriage, treating the union as a 
sacrament.  Great Britain was no exception.  Prior to the Reformation in Great Britain, the law 
emphasized the indissolubility of marriage.  After the Reformation the ecclesiastical, or 
religious, courts claimed the power to dissolve a marriage but only on the grounds of adultery.  
Following the Restoration, the civil courts became involved, and it took several steps for a 
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person to get divorced.  First, the party had to get a decree of separation from the ecclesiastical 
court.  Then the innocent party instituted charges in civil court to receive damages from the 
person who had wronged him or her.  Lastly, the party petitioned Parliament to obtain an Act of 
Parliament that finally would sever the marriage.  This process was expensive and time 
consuming; therefore, divorce was uncommon and restricted to the wealthy.11 
English practice was therefore different than most Protestant countries such as 
Switzerland, Germany, Scotland, and Scandinavia that viewed marriage as a non-sacramental 
agreement or contract.  Marriage in these countries could be blessed by the church if the couple 
wished, but legally they were married when the contract was completed.  In Protestant England, 
however, the church courts retained control over marriage laws, although the Puritans departed 
from the English practice by arguing to abolish the church courts and implementing marriage by 
contract, thus following the changes occurring in Protestant countries.  As the historian Sandra 
VanBurkleo elaborates, “By insisting on sacramental marriage and administering canon law in 
civil courts, Anglicans rowed against the Protestant current.  But even radical Puritans thought 
that marriage, unlike simple civil agreements, had social and cultural implications and so could 
be regulated by secular authorities.”12   
In colonial America, both the Puritan and the Anglican models were practiced, with the 
Puritan conceptions of marriage dominating the New England colonies and the Anglican in 
Southern colonies.  The liberality of divorce law hence took on a North-South aspect with the 
most liberal divorce law in the New England colonies and the most conservative in the South.  
Politicians and clergymen of both regions, however, wanted to see their citizens married.  Early 
                                                
11 P.K. Virdi, The Grounds for Divorce in Hindu and English Law:  A Study in Comparative Law, (Jawaharnagar, 
Delhi:  Motilal Banarsidass Publishers, 1972), 46. 
12 VanBurkleo, 14. 
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government regulations focused on the family unit as the central institution of social order; in the 
eyes of the law, unmarried people could too easily escape the discipline of the law.  As 
VanBurkleo explains, “The well-being of political society seemed to depend on the ongoing 
stability of ‘little commonwealths.’”13  In the American colonies, the state had an interest in 
regulating marriage because they believed if they controlled the family, they would have order in 
society.   
A central aspect of that marital order was the hierarchical status of husband and wife, 
summarized in the concept of coverture.  Coverture was a way of describing a woman’s legal 
status after she married.  As legal historian Hendrik Hartog asserts, 
It [coverture] named the condition of a married women, who at common law was 
a ‘feme covert,’ a woman covered over by her husband.  In Blackstone’s 
paradigmatic words, ‘the very being or legal existence of the wife’ was suspended 
‘during the marriage, or at least’ was ‘incorporated or consolidated into that of the 
husband:  under whose wing, protection, and cover’ she performed everything.14 
  
Under coverture, a man could not grant anything to his wife or enter into a contract with her.  In 
exchange for gaining absolute control over his wife and any property she brought into the 
marriage, the husband was bound to support her.  Coverture also meant that a husband had the 
right to “correct” his wife, since he was legally responsible for her behavior.  Because of these 
policies, women were subjugated to a position of subordination that made them particularly 
vulnerable to marital abuse.  Under these circumstances, the possibility of divorce was of 
particular importance to women.15 
                                                
13 Ibid., 13. 
14 Hendrik Hartog, Man and Wife in America:  A History, (Cambridge:  Harvard University Press, 2000), 115. 
15 Hartog, 115-116. 
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In colonial America, absolute divorce with the right to remarry was a real possibility only 
in the New England colonies dominated by Puritan thought.  As the historical geographer Mary 
Somerville Jones concludes about the significance of the Puritans’ religious views, these 
colonies “readily accepted the concept of absolute divorce for serious marital offenses, which 
had been elaborated by such leaders as Luther, Calvin, and Wesley.  Therefore, New England 
colonies permitted divorce, which could be granted by civil courts, the legislature, or the 
governor.”16  The most widely accepted grounds for divorce in the 1600s were adultery, 
desertion (5 years), impotence, fraudulent contract, consanguinity, and bigamy.17 
This is not to say, however, that divorce was common in the New England colonies.  
Even though Massachusetts and Connecticut had liberal divorce laws for that time, the two 
colonies, with a combined population of 110,000, recorded a total of eleven divorces during the 
1690’s.  During a fifty year period in the 18th century, from 1738-1788, that rate sharply 
increased with the Connecticut legislature granting 390 divorces.  Even though divorce statistics 
from this period are unreliable, this number when compared with the surrounding colonies 
proved Connecticut granted substantially more divorces than other New England colonies.  
During this same period of time, Massachusetts granted approximately 192 divorces.  As least 
one historian believes that Connecticut had become a magnet for persons from other colonies 
desperate to get a divorce.  Mary Somerville Jones maintains that it “is possible to surmise that 
even at this early date Connecticut was granting some out-of-state divorces, probably to New 
York residents, since it was for many years the only state in New England allowing divorce for 
the all-encompassing omnibus clause.”18 
                                                
16 Jones, 17. 
17 Ibid. 
18 Ibid., 18.  The omnibus clause allowed a petitioner to prove that there had been a marital breakdown. 
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What is abundantly clear from the New England record is that women were more likely 
to take advantage of the possibilities for divorce than were men.  Records from the 1620s to the 
turn of the 18th century in six New England colonies (Massachusetts Bay, Plymouth Rock, New 
Hampshire, Connecticut, New Haven, and Rhode Island) show that women petitioned for 
divorce two-thirds of the time.  Specifically, men petitioned for divorce thirty-one times while 
women petitioned sixty-seven times.19  In these petitions the primary cause listed for the divorce 
differed between the male and female petitioners.  The primary cause in cases petitioned by men 
was adultery, while in cases that were petitioned by women, desertion was the most common 
reason given.20  Women petitioning for divorce looked to escape from poverty or abuse, while 
men cited their wives’ infidelity or rebellion against their patriarchal authority in their petitions.21  
Of all the colonies, the Southern colonies were the most conservative.  These colonies 
were dominated by the practices of the Church of England which did not allow absolute divorce 
for any reason.  These colonies did, however, break from Anglican church law by allowing 
chancery courts, which Glenda Riley defines as “separate courts of equity that adjusted cases 
overlooked by common law and statutes,” to grant limited divorces or what was commonly 
referred to as a “divorce from bed and board,” or what would now be referred to as a legal 
separation.22  The grounds for granting limited divorces were limited to adultery, desertion, and 
extreme physical cruelty.  South Carolina and Virginia, for example, only allowed couples the 
option of annulment or permanent separation.  Spouses in Maryland could use the chancery court 
to obtain a separation only if they could prove extreme cruelty or abandonment had occurred.  In 
                                                
19 Additionally during this period, twenty-one people petitioned for either an annulment or legal separation from 
their spouse. 
20 Phillips, 243. 
21 VanBurkleo, 15. 
22 Glenda Riley,  “Legislative Divorce in Virginia, 1803-1850,” in Journal of the Early Republic, Vol. 11, No. 1 
(Spring, 1991), 51-52. 
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none of these situations was the possibility of remarriage sanctioned; the “divorce in bed and 
board” lasted until one of the partners was deceased.  In each action, the chancery courts issued 
“separate maintenance orders,” less out of concern for women than to insure that the husband 
continued to support his wife and thus spare the community of the expense of her support. 23 
Once again, the records indicate a gender differential.  Virtually all of petitions for 
separate maintenance suits in the Southern colonies were initiated by women. Women usually 
had good cause for requesting maintenance.  Men could try to separate from their wives without 
paying anything so they did not have anything to gain by filing a suit; however, women could 
and did sue their husbands in order to regain control of their dowries or a portion of their 
husband’s estate.  The ability to sue for separate maintenance in a court of chancery helped 
women disadvantaged by coverture to regain desperately needed financial relief when their lives 
were jeopardized by absent, cruel, or adulterous husbands.  Riley found that most separate 
maintenance cases in Virginia were filed for on the grounds of cruel behavior by the husband.  In 
1700, for example, Elizabeth Wildy, the wife of a landholder and local county official, filed for 
separate maintenance contending that her husband “had beaten her, held her in the fire, and 
threatened to shoot her.”24  The court ruled that her husband had to pay her an annual case 
payment for his actions.  In short, Virginia women separated from their husbands used the court 
of chancery to gain some sense of financial security, even though they were denied that 
possibility of absolute divorce. 
The strictness of colonial divorce law does not, however, reflect actual practice.  As 
VanBurkleo has noted, in reality the colonists, particularly men, could practice a “fluid 
                                                
23 Ibid. 
24 Ibid., 52-53. 
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conception of marriage.”25  It was relatively easy for a man simply to walk away from a 
marriage.  Others might have left behind a family in England and established new ones in the 
colonies.  One such scenario might occur when a man moved to another colony and started a new 
family.  In doing so, he would leave his family behind in the care of the local community.  As 
VanBurkleo contends, “The risk of bigamy charges were small, and the social and economic cost 
of bad marriages were steep.  Alternatively, couples might undertake customary divorce (for 
instance, by returning rings in the presence of witnesses) and notify officials of the deed, but the 
practice weakened state control over families and was discouraged.”26  Certainly, lawmakers 
fought against this notion of fluid marriage.  In the Massachusetts Bay Colony, officials went so 
far as to deport men if they feared they were being unfaithful to their wives back in England or 
were taking an additional spouse.  Additionally, lawmakers singled out men who performed lewd 
acts, attempted marriage, or lived under suspicion of uncleanness and ordered them to return to 
their wives or pay a hefty fine.  Therefore non-Anglican lawmakers allowed divorce in order to 
assist sensible remarriages as well as to strengthen political control over marriage and to 
discourage flight from their colony.   
The provision for divorce was particularly important to women who, if abandoned, faced 
an uncertain future.  Under coverture, the couple’s property did not belong to her, her children 
were not legally in her custody, and the possibility of destitution was all too real.  Both the 
separate maintenance agreements allowed in the South, and the absolute divorce allowed in New 
England, offered a way out of an impossible situation.  As VanBurkleo notes, “In the main, 
judges aimed less to ensure individual happiness than to bolster the family’s ability to maintain 
                                                
25 VanBurkleo, 14. 
26 Ibid. 
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social order, educate dependents, and produce wealth.”27  Divorce provisions were therefore a 
tool to be used when poorly kept women or children were going to become wards of the state or 
if a household seemed to be undermining political authority. 
By the Revolutionary period, new political thought began to affect some of the thinking 
on divorce.  One of the most notable thinkers in this regard was Thomas Jefferson.  As Glenda 
Riley notes, “Virginia attorney and patriot Thomas Jefferson, for example, coupled ideas 
regarding independence and happiness to divorce some years before he presented a similar 
argument for terminating America’s relationship with England in the Declaration of 
Independence.”28  Jefferson’s notes from the early 1770s regarding a requested divorce by a 
couple after nineteen turbulent months of marriage showed that he attempted to link 
revolutionary ideas and divorce in order to persuade the Virginia legislature to dissolve the 
marriage.  Even though Jefferson never presented his case to the legislature due to the husband’s 
death, the divorce petition he prepared in the early 1770s employed the same principles that he 
would later use to justify the revolution.29 
Because Virginia law only allowed the legislature to grant separate maintenance decrees, 
Jefferson prepared a legal brief to convince the legislators to expand the policy to grant an 
absolute divorce.  According to Riley, Jefferson’s argument combined the following: the 
“Puritan argument that marriage and divorce were civil matters, Lockean arguments against 
indissolvable contracts, and emerging American attitudes regarding women.  He applied such 
terms as liberty, natural right, equality, and dissolvable contract not to the plight of the American 
colonies, but to an individual citizen caught in a distressing marriage.”30  Jefferson’s stance on 
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divorce reflected the changing trend in America.  Through his notes in this case, he clearly 
showed how American divorce laws and sentiments toward divorce had gradually broadened.   
Jefferson understood how important the option of divorce was to women.  Riley 
explained, “Jefferson commented that divorce ‘restores to women their natural right of equality’ 
and that it was ‘cruel to confine Divorce or Repudiation to [a] husband who has so many ways of 
rendering his domestic affairs agreeable, by Command or desertion, whereas [a] wife [is] 
confined and subject.’”31  When allowed, divorce gave women a more level playing field.  In too 
many cases, men would just walk out on their families.  Divorce helped women to regain their 
dignity and financial security.  In colonies that permitted divorce, the numbers of divorce 
petitions introduced continued to increase throughout the 18th century and post-Revolutionary 
lawmakers began to reconsider laws concerning divorce. 
One crucial debate focused on whether divorces should be decided through legislative or 
judicial means, that is, the question of whether divorce should be dealt with through the civil 
courts, or whether divorce could only be granted through a special bill passed by a legislature.  
For example, in 1803, the Commonwealth of Virginia ended its long ban on absolute divorce 
when the Virginia General Assembly terminated a marriage and thus enacted the first legislative 
divorce within the state.  Virginia legislators saw that separate maintenance agreements failed to 
solve couples’ problems.  In addition to solving the issue of the type of divorce their state would 
offer, the legislators had to decide how divorce proceedings would occur.  Riley maintains, 
“After briefly considering a bill placing jurisdiction for divorce in chancery courts, Virginia 
legislators followed the lead of English authorities by placing jurisdiction in the legislature, 
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perhaps so they could control the numbers of divorces and types of pleas.”32  Common reasons 
behind requests for divorce in Virginia include adultery, giving birth to a mulatto child, cruelty, 
and abandonment. 
With the exception of South Carolina, other southern states also accepted the practice of 
legislative divorce.  Riley contends that this was not as big of a departure from English Common 
Law as one would think.  She argues, “This was not the break from English practice that it 
appears to be, for beginning in 1670, the English Parliament began to grant infrequent absolute 
divorces.  Southern leaders replicated this practice by limiting the power to grant divorces to 
state legislatures just as English practice limited divorce jurisdiction to Parliament, the national 
legislature.”33  Maryland was the first state to grant a divorce in the post-revolutionary period.  
The Maryland state legislature established the precedent of legislative divorces in 1790 when 
they granted a divorce to a couple when the wife gave birth to a mulatto child. 
Legal scholars questioned whether legislative divorces violated the contract clause of the 
Constitution, which impaired legislative involvement in the obligations of contracts.  As 
VanBurkleo puts it, “Although lawyers disagreed about the clause’s application to public 
agreements, few doubted that it proscribed meddling with the rights enshrined in private 
contracts, of which marriage seemed to be one type.  If divorce acts altered or destroyed property 
rights, moreover, they might run afoul of constitutional prohibitions against ‘takings’ and ex post 
facto legislation.”34 As early as the 1810s, scholars debated this issue.  In 1819, Supreme Court 
Justice Story mentioned this debate in his dissenting opinion in the Dartmouth College v 
Woodward case.  While this case did not mention divorce, it focused on the contract clause of the 
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Constitution.  In his dissenting opinion, Justice Story told legislators that private divorce acts 
might be a violation of the contract clause of the Constitution which explicitly barred legislative 
interference in contractual obligations.  VanBurkleo comments, “While arguing Dartmouth, 
counsel for New Hampshire had observed in passing that legislative divorce threatened the rights 
inherent in marital contracts.  Story seemed to agree:  a married couple had property rights in 
their union” rights that legislative interference threatened.35   Story’s main concern was the 
“rights” of husbands, but he also noted that marriage was “a civil institution” that occupied a 
special status under the law. 
Before the issue was decided most legislatures began to move away from the practice 
because of its sheer impracticability.  Cases presented to state legislatures for divorce often 
required a great deal of investigation before the case could be decided.  These cases diverted the 
legislators’ time and energy away from state issues and forced them to focus on divorce 
proceedings.  Riley quotes a Louisiana legislator who in 1806 “recommended that the territorial 
legislature be relieved of ‘the irksome, disagreeable and laborious task, or tedious investigation’ 
so that it could pursue ‘objects of greater importance.’”36  Similarly, by 1827, Virginia legislators 
were so bombarded with requests for divorce each legislative session, they began to shift part of 
the divorce petitions over to the chancery courts. 37  By 1827, divorce jurisdiction in Virginia 
began to shift from legislative to courts of chancery in order to hear cases of marital upheaval 
and to relieve some of the congestion of divorce legislation.  By 1850, the legislature had turned 
all power for granting divorces over to the chancery courts.38  Three years after this shift in 
jurisdiction, the Virginia legislature adopted new legislation that expanded the grounds for 
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absolute divorce.  Virginia now recognized the following grounds:  “adultery, impotency, 
confinement in a penitentiary, conviction of an infamous offense prior to marriage, willful 
desertion for five years, pregnancy of the wife at the time of the marriage by a person other than 
the husband, and a wife working as a prostitute prior to the marriage without the knowledge of 
the husband.”39  Maryland followed a similar pattern.  The number of divorce cases presented to 
the legislature in Maryland were similar in number to the cases presented to the Virginia 
legislature; therefore, in 1842, the legislature passed jurisdiction for divorce to the chancery 
courts.  Additionally, the Maryland legislature amended their state constitution in 1851 to 
prohibit legislative divorces. 
The transition from petitioning for divorces from the legislature to the judicial court 
system occurred gradually, but in the end women benefited from this change because it 
dramatically affected the ability of women to get a divorce.  It was difficult for women to gain a 
legislative divorce, because such divorces were expensive and hard for a woman living in a state 
of coverture to obtain.  Women would usually have to secure the help of a male sponsor such as 
a close male relative to help them through the process of a legislative divorce.  A situation such 
as this would most likely occur in the propertied middle to upper classes and the primary aim 
would be to secure an advantageous property settlement.  The risks were considerable.  Even so, 
women in Virginia petitioned for divorce in larger numbers than men did.  Riley found that 
between 1802 and 1850 the Virginia legislature granted 135 divorces, fifty-one percent (69 
divorces) of those divorces went to women while forty-nine percent (66 divorces) were granted 
to men.40  Women who were granted an absolute divorce from the legislature returned to feme 
sole status and were guaranteed a measure of financial independence from their ex-husband.  If a 
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family was poor, a legislative divorce was not a real option and the more common practice 
would be for one spouse, typically the husband, simply to leave.  Poor women, therefore, faced 
almost certain destitution and, without a divorce, their ability to act on their own behalf was 
severely constrained.  When states began to shift from legislative to judicial divorces, the court 
system saw an increase in the number of divorces primarily because it was easier for women to 
use the divorce process. 
The gradual easing of divorce restrictions ignited considerable debate.  By mid-century, 
the developing women’s rights movement triggered much of the controversy.  Women who had 
been involved in the abolition movement began to compare the situation of a marriage under 
coverture to chattel slavery.  While some portrayed marriage as an institution of society in which 
the status of the parties was created and controlled by the law, Elizabeth Cady Stanton and other 
radical women’s rights advocates wanted to eliminate public involvement in marriage and 
divorce.  Stanton insisted that marriage was strictly a contractual obligation between men and 
women.  As VanBurkleo elaborates, “By constituting women and men as parties to contracts, 
radicals weakened men’s claims to exclusive control of both the marital estate and dependents’ 
labor; neither women nor their labor could be said to belong to ‘masters’ if couples could strike 
up binding agreements as equals.”41  Furthermore, these radical women advocated for equal 
contract rights—essentially the end of coverture—to negate women’s status as chattel. 
The implications for divorce law were huge.  To consider marriage as only a contract 
between two individuals went far beyond the liberalization of domestic relations and divorce law 
than most legislators and jurists were willing to accept.  On the one hand, as VanBurkleo 
suggests, “Liberalized domestic relations and divorce law—like the streamlining of law codes in 
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general—facilitated commercial development, the efficient deployment of capital, and the 
orderly rearing of an educated labor force.”42  However, extreme liberalization of law codes 
disrupted corroding notions of male sovereignty and marital sanctity.  In response to this threat, 
VanBurkleo notes that, “By the 1850s, as antislavery agitation increased and women geared up 
for a rebellion, legal scholars had begun to recast the marriage contract primarily as a social 
institution, or ‘status.’  In so doing, they deemphasized its relations to the law of contract (which 
governed market relations), labored to distinguish it from slavery, and underscored its social 
consequences.”43  She further contends that this debate between emphasizing marriage as 
“status” and downplaying marriage as a “contract” became the driving force for judicial divorce 
and propelled Americans toward “the notion of marriage as a social institution infused with 
vested rights and public interest.”44 
Hendrik Hartog concurs.  He argues that between the years of 1790 and 1850, American 
case law had three options when dealing with martial exits.  He explains these three powers, “the 
power to declare one spouse ‘guilty’ of conduct that freed the other spouse from her or his 
commitment to stay in the relationship, the power to rule on the legality or illegality of a 
separation, and the power to prevent marriage.  Each framed the doctrinal expression of a distinct 
mode of exit:  of divorce, of separate maintenance agreements, and of abandonment and informal 
separation.”45  Together these were the three options for husbands and wives who wished to end 
their marriages.  In the case of divorce in particular, when an individual petitioned the court for a 
divorce, he or she more than likely wanted the divorce for a very private reason.  But in 
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nineteenth century America, divorce was not private.  In the eyes of judges and legislators 
divorce was “a public process available only for public reasons.”46  Hartog further explained: 
For judges of the early nineteenth century, divorce was a species of public law, a 
public remedy for a private wrong.  If a husband and wife agreed to divorce 
because they, as private individuals, wanted a divorce, their agreement, all by 
itself, was reason enough to deny the divorce.  …A couple would be divorced 
because one or the other had so violated a public and legislatively defined norm 
that it became important for the moral identity of the innocent spouse to be freed 
from identity, or unity, with the other.  The ‘innocent’ party ‘prosecuted’ a 
divorce.  The guilty party had committed a ‘crime.’”47 
 
The judges and legislators had a vested interest in maintaining marriages; however, they 
understood that in some circumstances divorce might be the best option for the public.  Divorce 
laws were not intended to allow the couple to escape their identities formed through marriage, 
but rather to punish the spouse who violated the union with their guilty conduct.  Divorce laws 
were present to help the “innocent” spouse escape any moral contamination that would occur if 
they continued to live with the guilty spouse.  As Hartog concludes his explanation of nineteenth 
century divorce, “In a world where marital unity meant something, it was important divorce 
exist.  At the same time, it was still more important that divorce not be understood as a form of 
voluntary exit available to all married couples.”48  The liberalization of divorce law posits 
marriage as a contract between two individuals, but once those two individuals were married, 
they were no longer simply two individuals.  Once married, they represented status positions in a 
union that the law recognized as something in particular that had to be preserved.  Divorce was 
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permitted as an option to end the marriage only when the union was being violated and the law 
required that one of the parties be held responsible for the rupture. 
VanBurkleo has analyzed the results of these legal concepts and argues that “the 
remapping of marriage as a predominantly social institution infused with the public interest put 
women at the mercy of many common law judges who were known to be hostile to divorce, and 
legislators often granted judges extraordinary discretion in divorce cases.”49  Most judges and 
members of the population still held the belief that each family unit worked as a model of 
government.  Within each family unit, the male was supreme.  If the male could maintain order 
within their household, the unit would be productive.  Furthermore, each productive family unit 
helped to contribute to the overall growth of the state.  Thus, the state had a vested interest in 
maintaining the sanctity of male sovereignty in the household.  Overtime this would change, but 
this was the reality of nineteenth century family life and divorce law.  As the numbers of 
divorces increased, some states even took action to discourage women from suing for divorce.  
North Carolina lawmakers, for example, began to revise family law in the 1870s.  They did so in 
a way that favored the husbands.  These new statutes encouraged women to stay in their 
marriages by allowing them to sue for alimony without obtaining a divorce.  The grounds for 
which a person could sue for divorce also changed.  As VanBurkleo explains, “While adultery 
and impotence continued to be the sole grounds for dissolution, male ‘adultery’ came to be 
defined as sexual misconduct combined with abandonment.  Elsewhere, legislators sometimes 
yielded to conservative pressure and scaled back statutes that had permitted judges to exercise 
considerable discretion.”50  The results of these actions limited women who could file for 
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divorce.  They had to have been abandoned or emotionally terrorized in order to have grounds to 
file for divorce. 
These conservative alterations in divorce law made the relative liberality of western legal 
codes regarding divorce even more dramatic.  First, the divorce laws of the West provided for a 
greater number of grounds for divorce, and hence, provided women (and men) with more options 
and a greater ability to use the law.  Also, western divorce laws had shorter waiting periods for 
establishing residency and for finalizing divorces.  The reasons for this openness are not entirely 
clear, but most historians believed that it stemmed from the uncertainties of western life.  Men 
and women faced difficulties unknown to the settled life in the East.  Divorce became a remedy 
for women especially when their husbands abused them or abandoned them.  Abandonment and 
extreme cruelty were the top two reasons listed on divorce petitions in the west.  As one of the 
earliest examples, the state of Illinois provided both men and women with liberal access to 
divorce.  In that state the circuit courts had held jurisdiction over divorce since 1819 and the state 
legislature banned legislative divorces in any capacity in 1839.  In particular, Illinois followed, 
Indiana as the first states to pass an omnibus, or incompatibility, clause.  After the passage of the 
omnibus clause, the courts “allowed petitioners to obtain divorces for any misconduct that 
resulted in unhappiness and destroyed the marriage relationship.”51  Historian Stacy Pratt 
McDermott argues that many Illinois women used divorce when in a situation of marital 
difficulty. 52  She also believes that such “situations” were actually encouraged by the legislature.  
She contends that the system of patriarchy had shifted to a system of paternalism in Illinois: “A 
paternalistic interpretation suggests that Illinois legislators carefully crafted divorce law in order 
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to protect women legally, economically, and physically, because they perceived women as 
incapable of protecting themselves.  Illinois legislators recognized divorce as a necessary remedy 
for women and instituted a divorce law that was strategically designed to protect them.”53 Illinois 
became a popular place for couples to get divorced, because the Illinois circuit courts applied 
divorce laws liberally.  By 1860, the state of Illinois had the highest number of divorce decrees 
in the nation. 
This pattern was followed elsewhere in the west.  Western states that became known as 
divorce mills either had a shorter waiting period, a larger number of grounds that could be used 
to petition for divorce, or an omnibus clause.  The state of South Dakota, for example, shortened 
their waiting period to six months, and like most western states had numerous acceptable 
grounds for divorce.  The distinction between east and west states clearly showed how western 
states allowed their restless, mobile residents an easier way to obtain a divorce.54  This shift in 
jurisdiction also symbolized, as Richard Chused argues, “the lessening role of families as a 
central organizing force of religion, politics, and the economy.”55  The patriarchal system within 
American society was changing. 
Such changes did not indicate that married women had somehow assumed equality under 
the law, however.  Divorce remained controversial as most Americans still viewed marriage as a 
lifetime commitment.  But the relative openness of western states certainly allowed women a 
greater opportunity to use the law in their own behalf.  Kansas was no exception to the western 
pattern.  In its first decade of statehood, Kansas recognized ten grounds for divorce and in 
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addition, protected the property rights of married women.  As we shall see, some women were 
eager to use those provisions for their own purposes. 
  
 20 
  
CHAPTER 2 - Changes in Kansas Divorce Law 
With the passage of the Kansas-Nebraska Act on May 30, 1854, the territory of Kansas 
was open to settlement.  In October of 1859, the delegates to the Constitutional Convention 
passed the Wyandotte Constitution that was then sent to the federal Congress for approval.  After 
the House and Senate approved this Constitution, Kansas became a state on January 29, 1861.  
From the beginning of the statehood, Kansas women possessed certain rights to property, 
custody of children, and divorce.  In article fifteen, section six, the Kansas Constitution states, 
“The Legislature shall provide for the protection of the rights of women, in acquiring and 
possessing property, real, personal and mixed, separate and apart from the husband; and shall 
also provide for their equal rights in the possession of their children.”56  It was unique for a state 
to explicitly state that it was protecting the rights of women at this time.  Divorce law in Kansas 
also protected women.   
By the time Kansas was formed, the cult of true womanhood was deeply ingrained within 
American society.  The cult of true womanhood established a structure for societal order.  Under 
this ideology of domestic life, a “true” woman was one who possessed the virtues of piety, 
purity, submissiveness, and domesticity, and her role within the home provided the moral ballast 
for the male, public world of competition.  This ideology assumed the dependence and 
submissiveness of women, and it also assumed that, at least in theory, women could rely on male 
protectors.57  The ideology, in effect, obscured the real disadvantages that women suffered under 
coverture.  By mid-century, some reformers believed that the formation of the state of Kansas 
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presented an opportunity for change.  Through her work and the work of other women’s rights 
advocates, the Kansas territorial legislature gave women the right to own property, the right to 
sue for divorce, and the right to possess sole custody of their children.  Furthermore, the statutes 
of the Kansas Constitution ended the portion of coverture that children belonged equally to their 
mothers and fathers.  If custody with father was not in the best interests of the child, the mother 
could retain full custody.  Kansas was one of the first states to give these rights to women.  For 
women, this step was a shift away from the cloak of coverture and the cult of true womanhood 
towards equal rights.  From the original territorial statutes to the new state statutes, the law 
protected Kansas women’s ability to petition for divorce, and as guaranteed in the state 
constitution, the right to acquire and possess property. 
One woman who was central to the fight for Kansas women’s rights to own property and 
obtain a divorce was Clarina Nichols.  Originally from southern Vermont, Clarina Howard 
Nichols traveled to Kansas in 1854 with her two oldest sons in order to scout out the Kansas 
territory, leaving behind her second husband and youngest son and daughter.  She explained that 
she did not want to drag the whole family to Kansas if it was not going to be a permanent move.  
Clarina came to Kansas with the New England Emigrant Aid Society.  One reason why they 
moved was because Clarina had become frustrated with the stagnant attitude of people in New 
England towards women’s rights.  In Diane Eickhoff’s biography of Nichols, Revolutionary 
Heart, she contends, “Nichols saw that resistance was growing to progressive legislation for 
women in her home state.  In her mind, New England was comprised by its history, while 
Kansas—where the laws were yet to be written—could devise its future from scratch.”58  Nichols 
advocated for women’s rights in this new territory.  Once she and her sons were settled in 
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Lawrence, she returned to Vermont to ready the rest of her family for the move to Kansas.  In the 
spring, the family homesteaded four plots of land on Ottawa Creek.  Just as the family was 
beginning to get settled in to life in Kansas, Nichols’ second husband, George, weakened from a 
farm accident, caught a severe cold or pneumonia and died in late August of 1855.  For twelve 
years Nichols had known what it was like to be married to a decent husband.  She once wrote to 
Susan B. Anthony about how lucky she was to have found George.59 
Nichols’ second marriage was a stark contrast to her first marriage.  She had married 
Justin Carpenter who was ten years older than she was in April of 1830.  Early in their marriage 
she became involved in several reform movements; first, she experienced the Second Great 
Awakening and then was involved in the Temperance Society.  Her husband also threw himself 
into the temperance movement.  For a while the couple worked for these reforms together.  
However, by 1832, Justin Carpenter began to struggle both professionally and personally.  While 
Clarina never recorded exactly what went wrong in the marriage, she soon became the 
breadwinner of the family.  They moved to New York City in hopes of Justin finding success in 
the city, but failure followed him to the city as well.  For the next few years, Clarina lived a 
vagabond life traveling between Vermont and New York City providing for the family by sewing 
and teaching at a school for girls.  Clarina had no support or love in her marriage.  By 1840, 
Clarina had permanently returned to Vermont with her children.  While in Vermont she began 
writing for a local paper where she met George Nichols, her second husband.  George owned and 
edited the Windham County Democrat.  Before she could marry George, Clarina had to officially 
dissolve her first marriage.  Eickhoff clarifies, “On February 16, 1843, she was granted a divorce 
from Justin Carpenter on the basis of ‘cruelty, unkindness, and intolerable severity.’  Though 
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divorce was not unheard of in those days and was more easily obtained in Vermont than in many 
other states, it was still uncommon enough to raise eyebrows in most locales.”60  Clarina chose to 
keep her divorce quiet in order not to embarrass Justin’s family.  She then married George on 
March 6, 1843.  A few years later Justin Carpenter died of typhus in New York City.61   
Once Clarina was fully involved in the women’s rights movement she used her personal 
experiences as material for lectures.  Nichols identified with women in desperate circumstances.  
Through her experiences she understood what it took for a woman to have to worry about how to 
feed her family and pay bills.  Nichols contended that the root of the problem was the lack of 
rights for women.  Eckhoff explains her position, 
Once a woman said ‘I do,’ she may as well have added, ‘I do hand over to my 
husband my property, my money, and all my earthly possessions.  He may do 
with them as he wishes.’  The quilt her mother made for her, the horse her father 
gave her, the wedding dress she bought with her own earnings—all these now 
belonged, legally, to her husband.  He could sell, gamble, or give them away, as 
he chose, and his wife could not object, for she was under her husband’s legal 
control.  In the eyes of the law she did not exist.  …Gradually, Nichols came to 
believe that married women could never achieve security for themselves and their 
children unless they had economic rights—the legal right to own and control their 
own property and wages.62 
 
After moving to Kansas, Nichols wanted to help women gain rights to own property and petition 
for divorce.  She believed that this new territory had the opportunity to help women by providing 
these legal rights and she was going to work to achieve these rights. 
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In Kansas, a fourth constitutional convention was called in Wyandotte City during the 
summer of 1859.  Prior to this convention, Clarina Nichols traveled around the state speaking 
and asking people to sign a petition promoting women’s rights.  Then she attended the 
convention where she lobbied the delegates and wrote resolutions on women’s rights.  She 
lectured twice in Constitutional Hall, once just to the Republicans and once to all the delegates.  
Later in the convention, Nichols’ resolution for full women’s suffrage was voted down; however, 
she succeeded in getting several other rights for women written into the constitution.  Eickhoff 
elaborates, “From the first, Kansas mothers had equal custody considerations with fathers in 
cases of divorce.  Married women had the right to inherit, control, and bequeath property in their 
own names.  …Perhaps the most significantly in terms of political advances, Kansas women 
could vote in school district elections.”63  Due to Clarina Nichols’s efforts, from the formation of 
the state, Kansas women had more rights than was typical of women in eastern states.  She 
fought tirelessly for women to have the right to own property and to petition for divorce. 
Divorce law in Kansas transitioned from the territorial statutes to the state statutes 
following Kansas’s bid for statehood.  During the period of Kansas history from1861 to 1923, 
the legislature revised the divorce statutes on three occasions.  The first changes occurred in 
1868, then next in 1909, and the last changes occurred in 1923.  The 1909 changes to this statute 
led to controversy over the residency requirement before a divorce petition would be granted.  
Before examining the specific state statutes relating to divorce, first it is necessary to establish 
how the district court system evolved to be the judicial body that decides divorce cases in 
Kansas. 
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The procedure to file for divorce in the late nineteenth century revolved around the 
district court system.  In a study by William B. Fenton, he outlined the history of the Kansas 
District Court system and explained the importance of the district court system in maintaining 
citizens’ individual rights and freedoms.  In Kansas, the courts with original jurisdiction in civil 
or criminal cases are the district courts.  This was why the district courts settled divorce 
proceedings.   
The history of district courts can be traced back to the English ancestry of American law.  
King Henry II of England set up local courts presided over by the local sheriff.  While these local 
courts did hear cases dealing with crime and debts, they also handled cases relating to 
administrative, military, and financial issues.64   While it is clear that the United States court 
system derived from these ancient courts, the American colonists did not completely imitate 
these courts when they established the court system in the New World. 
William Fenton argues there were geographic, demographic, and political considerations 
that necessitated the modifications from the English court system.  The colonial settlements in 
the New World were small with limited populations.  The populous did not need an elaborate 
court system.  In the early years, the Governor and his Counsel made up the court. The court 
system in the early years of the colonies included both criminal jurisdiction and civil jurisdiction 
in one superior court of original jurisdiction.  In the eighteenth century, the colonies established 
circuit courts.  Fenton argued the desire for a uniform system of justice prompted the 
establishment of circuit courts in America as there had been in England.65    
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Following the revolution in 1776, the new states established their own court systems. 
Most state constitutions created a court with specific jurisdiction and then allowed the state 
legislatures to establish the lower courts.  Fenton explains, “The Kansas Constitution provided 
for a Supreme Court with defined original jurisdiction.  The Legislature was given authority to 
define the jurisdiction of the district courts (except over divorce, already granted them) and to 
designate the times and places where the district judges would hold court.”66   
Each state also established the qualifications and selection procedure of judges for these 
general jurisdiction or district courts.  Prior to 1830, judges were usually appointed by the 
governor of the state and then approved by the legislature.67  The people accused the governors 
and legislatures of using their influence to reward political friends.  Because of the shift in 
political thought during the Jacksonian era, states began to abandon the procedure of 
appointments in favor of judges being elected by the people.  The framers of the Kansas 
Constitution adhered to this Jacksonian philosophy.  They concluded that district court judges 
would be elected by the votes within each district and would hold office for a term of four 
years.68 
In 1854, Congress created the first formal government in what is now the state of Kansas 
by establishing a territorial government.  The act formed the territorial court system and 
allocated judicial power.  The territorial courts included a Supreme Court with a Chief Justice 
and two associate justices all of whom were appointed by the President with the advice and 
consent of the United States Senate.  They divided the Kansas territory into three districts with 
district courts located in each.  Fenton notes, “In 1855, the Kansas Territorial Legislature gave 
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the district courts exclusive jurisdiction in all cases of equity, crime and misdemeanor, civil 
jurisdiction in suits over $100, and appellate jurisdiction in all cases from probate courts and 
justices of the peace.”69  The territorial district court system remained in Kansas until the 
admission of the state into the Union in 1861. 
In the period leading up to the admission of Kansas into the Union, three drafts of a 
constitution were written before the final one was adopted in Wyandotte in 1859.  Each of these 
documents had different ideas for the judicial system.  The Topeka Free-State Constitution, 
written in 1855, did not discuss general jurisdiction courts; instead, it divided the state into three 
common pleas areas presided over by an elected judge from the area.  The Lecompton 
Constitution of 1857 created a system of circuit courts.  Fenton clarifies, “Its authors envisioned 
a system of circuit courts covering the state with original authority in civil and criminal 
disputes.”70  The third constitution was the Leavenworth Constitution of 1858.  In this 
constitution the court system included a system of circuit courts, but unlike the Lecompton 
Constitution these courts included equity along with civil and criminal jurisdiction. 
In July of 1859, advocates of both abolition and pro-slavery met at the Wyandotte 
Convention to attempt to create a new constitution that would appease both groups.  The 
Wyandotte Constitution’s judicial article paralleled the Territorial Act of 1854.  Fenton contends, 
“It placed judicial power in ‘a supreme court, district courts, probate courts, justice of the peace 
and such other courts, inferior to the supreme court, as may be provided by law.’  The state was 
divided into five judicial districts.  Each district was to have its own resident judge, elected by 
the people of the district for a term of four years.”71  The legislature determined when and where 
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the district courts were held.  The legislature was also given the power to create more district 
courts as the population or geographic area grew.  The constitution left the specifics of 
jurisdiction up to the legislature except it allocated to district courts the power to grant divorces 
and hear appeals from probate and justice of the peace courts.72 
When the district court system was implemented, there were five districts and five 
judges.  However, the number of districts and justices steadily increased.  Fenton elaborates, 
“The practice of more judges than districts, which first appears in 1911, occurred when the 1909 
Legislature passed a law stipulating that judicial districts comprising single counties of over 
100,000 inhabitants were to have at least two divisions of the district court.”73  Later laws 
authorized divisions in districts with more than one county and populations of less than 100,000.  
Until about 1900 the legislature would redefine district boundaries and add new judicial districts 
according to the increases in population in the western half of the state.  During the decade of 
1880-1890, the number of districts doubled from 17 in 1881 to 35 in 1889.  According to Fenton, 
“Since 1895 the changes in judicial districts have been intended to reduce the work load in single 
districts by detaching one or more counties and creating new districts.”74  The district court 
system allowed citizens to bring suit in a timely manner in a court that was relatively close to 
their residence.  Virtually by definition, such courts were more accessible to women. 
The district courts were given jurisdiction over divorce by the state legislature.  The 
legislature also outlined the legal grounds for granting a divorce.  Kansas established the first 
divorce law statutes by drafting the territorial statutes in 1855.  Through these territorial statutes, 
the people of Kansas created the framework for the state government that followed in 1861.  
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Many of the features outlined in the territorial statutes were copied when the state was accepted 
into the Union, included the court structure.   
The 1855 Statutes of the Territory of Kansas outlined the grounds for divorce.  The first 
set of grounds related to conditions which either were present or should have been present at the 
time of the marriage included impotency and the existence of a legal wife or husband from a 
previous marriage.  The next set of grounds were actions taken by one party which occurred 
during the marriage.  One spouse had grounds for divorce if the other spouse committed 
adultery, deserted the other spouse without reasonable cause for a period of two years, was 
convicted of a felony or other infamous crime, or if they were guilty of cruel and barbarous 
treatment which endangered the life of the other.  The final two grounds for divorce outlined in 
the territorial statutes stated that if one party offered such indignities to the other person as shall 
tender his or her condition as intolerable, or the husband shall be guilty of the conduct of a 
vagrant the other spouse had grounds for divorce.75  If any of these previously noted grounds 
were present in the marriage, the innocent and injured party could obtain a divorce from the 
bonds of matrimony.  The territorial statutes also noted that the divorce would not affect the 
legitimacy of the children of the marriage.   
After a person had grounds for divorce, the territorial statutes also delineated the 
procedures to petition for divorce.  The patron could petition in any court having chancery or 
equity jurisdiction.  In the Kansas Territory, they would therefore petition in the district court.  In 
a divorce proceeding, the defendant was given the opportunity to address the accusations by the 
plaintiff in the petition.  Then the plaintiff was asked to swear in an affidavit stating that to the 
best of their knowledge the said complaint was not made out of fear or restraint for the purpose 
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of separating from the defendant, but made in sincerity and truth because of the gravity of the 
causes mentioned in the petition.  The statutes further stipulated the divorce proceedings had to 
be brought in the couple’s district of residence.76  Each of these guidelines helped to establish the 
procedures for divorce proceedings in the Kansas Territory. 
The 1868 General Statutes of the State of Kansas summarized the previously mentioned 
grounds for divorce and reworded the statute so that it was more succinct.  The statutes listed the 
following grounds for divorce:  when either of the parties had a former husband or wife at the 
time of the marriage, abandonment for one year, adultery, impotency, when the wife was 
pregnant by another man at the time of the marriage, extreme cruelty, fraudulent contract, 
habitual drunkenness, gross neglect of duty, and conviction of a felony or imprisonment.77  This 
updated statute retained the clause stating the plaintiff must have been a resident in good faith of 
the state for one year preceding the filing of the divorce petition and must also be a resident of 
the county in which the action was brought.78  Through these updated statutes, divorce law in 
Kansas remained quite similar to the statutes adapted from the territorial statutes. 
In 1868, the statutes established the guidelines for the district court judge to determine 
fault, property rights, alimony, and child custody as part of a divorce settlement.  Furthermore, 
these changes allowed for a judge to declare a marriage null and void if either of the parties in 
the marriage were incapable because of age or understanding to enter into the marriage contract.  
In the final section of these statutes, the law provided state residency to a wife living in the state 
even if her husband resided elsewhere.79  This statute upheld women’s rights because it asserted 
that a wife’s Kansas residency took precedence over the coverture assumption that a wife’s legal 
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residence was where her husband lived.  This statute provided an example of how Kansas law 
and the population of Kansas subtly revoked the stronghold of coverture in American marriages.  
By allowing women to own property, be residents of the state, and petition for divorce, Kansas 
law stated a woman was legally her own person, not simply subsumed into the legal identity of 
her husband. 
Kansas divorce law allowed women to use divorce for their own individual purposes.  
Two examples from Clay County, Kansas, provide unusually vivid examples of this possibility.  
Ida Marion Selts and Bertha Holtzgang were proprietors of prominent businesses.  These women 
were typical in that, like the majority of women who filed for divorce, their husbands had 
abandoned them.  However, they were unique because they fought for their rights to maintain 
ownership of property acquired during their marriages.  Because of the remaining disadvantages 
of coverture, we may assume that these women both worried that, if their husbands should ever 
return, they could resume head-of-household status and take over the property and financial 
assets that each woman had worked so hard for.  Divorce provided these women with the legal 
option to secure their finances in their own names.  Thanks to the efforts of Clarina Nichols, 
these Kansas women could legally retain their family’s property.  Moreover, it appears that these 
women did not face social ridicule but instead were accepted into society as prominent women. 
The liberal Kansas divorce laws allowed these women to break the legal bonds of marriage and 
prosper in spite of their divorce. 
Mrs. Ida Selts was a well-respected member of the Clay Center community and a 
successful business owner.  After her husband abandoned her to be a traveling auctioneer, she 
petitioned the court for a divorce.  It seems likely that Mrs. Selts found her husband’s new career 
to be a threat to the financial security that she had built up for the family through her successful 
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store.   Mrs. Selts was born in 1848 in Ridgeway, New York.  She moved west and married 
Benjamin D. Selts in April of 1866 in St. Paul, Minnesota.  The next year the Selts family moved 
to Clay County, Kansas, to establish a farm in Goshen Township.  After the Selts homestead 
failed three years later, the family moved into Clay Center.  Mr. and Mrs. Selts had one daughter 
who died at about two years of age and one adopted son, Henry.80  In 1874, the Selts family 
began a hotel business, which Mrs. Selts managed.81  Once the railroad came through Clay 
Center, the Selts House flourished.  It was only during the disastrous grasshopper infestation of 
the 1870s in which the Selts’s did not make a profit.  A Clay Center Times article commented, 
“They ran the Selts House for five years,—were there during grasshopper times—and for a while 
did a losing business, feeding the moneyless hungry once in their flight from the hopper 
scourged prairies.”82  Mr. Ben Selts became city marshal and street commissioner after he sold 
the hotel business in 1880.  He also worked as an auctioneer traveling to California, Colorado, 
and Minnesota.83  Mrs. Selts’s own business career took off in 1880 when the family purchased 
another building in which she established a successful millinery and jewelry store.84 
The Selts Millinery and Jewelry Store rose to prominence in the Clay Center community.  
Mrs. Selts’s business was so successful that the newspapers noted its anniversary in 1905, the 
twenty-fifth year of the store’s continuous service in business.  The article quoted Mrs. Selts’s 
pride in her business, “This year, A. D. 1905, marks the twenty-fifth anniversary of continuous 
service in business, without ever a change in the name of firm in any way; no doing business in 
other people’s name; no failures, successful or otherwise, and only one move in twenty-five 
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years, and that into their large and beautiful rooms, where can be found now the largest line of 
fine millinery, ladies’ tailored suits, waists, skirts, furs, neckwear, and novelties.”85   
Before she married, Mrs. Selts trained in the millinery and dressmaking business in 
Illinois.  When she began her millinery business, she bought her goods from a reliable Chicago 
millinery house.  For twenty-five years she continued to buy from this same company which was 
the largest and best millinery house in the United States.86  The newspaper article maintained, 
“Mrs. Selts attributes a large part of her success to the fact that she made a wise choice in the 
beginning and then knew enough to stick to a reliable house.  The business made a steady 
increase from the very first.”87  In 1887, her son Henry took over the growing jewelry 
department after having studied watch repair for three years.  From that point on, the two worked 
together in the business.  After twenty years in the same location, the business needed more 
space, so the Selts Millinery and Jewelry store moved to a larger building that allowed the Selts 
to expand their merchandise. 88  Mrs. Selts clearly possessed an aptitude for business; however, it 
was also this aptitude for business that led her to divorce her husband. 
Seventeen years into her run as a business owner and thirty-one years into her marriage, 
Mrs. Ida M. Selts petitioned the Clay Center District Court for a divorce from Mr. Benjamin D. 
Selts.  In the Court Petition, Mrs. Selts cited abandonment as the reason behind her divorce 
petition.  She claimed that they had lived together as husband and wife until Benjamin 
abandoned her in 1890 during which time she had remained a “good and faithful wife,” a 
standard claim in most divorce petitions.89   In her petition before the court, Mrs. Selts based her 
case solely on the fact that Mr. Selts had not been holding up his part of the union.  She claimed 
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he failed to provide for his family financially.  The lack of a detailed response and counter 
argument from Mr. Selts left the judge with little option but to grant Mrs. Selts the divorce. 
There is no reason to suppose that Ida Selts filed this petition with anything other than 
honest intentions, but it was clear her divorce petition is centered less on the heartbreak of a 
broken marriage than on a concern about protecting her business and financial assets.  Benjamin 
had left Ida to pursue an auctioneering career.  While he was gone, Ida’s business became quite 
successful.  It was very possible that Benjamin had left the area for good; however, no one knew 
if or when he would return.  Ida used her divorce petition to legally separate herself from the 
marriage union, and by doing so, she protected her assets from the possibility of Benjamin’s 
return and his potential claim on the “family’s” resources.  She used this divorce to make sure 
that what was legally “theirs” became only “hers.” 
Another Clay Center wife took similar precautions.  Bertha Holtzgang was born in 
Switzerland where she met and married her husband Carl.  Later the couple moved to Germany 
before immigrating to the United States.  In 1868, the pair moved to Clay Center from Germany 
and in their new community, they established the Holtzgang Drug Store, later known as the 
Pioneer Drug Store.  This business was one of the first three businesses established in Clay 
Center as well as the first drug store located west of Manhattan.90  Carl Holtzgang was an expert 
chemist, having studied in Germany before immigrating to the United States.  Bertha Holtzgang 
also worked diligently at the Pioneer Drug Store, which she started with her husband.  According 
to her obituary, “She was a registered pharmacist, possessed fine business ability, and took an 
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active part in the city’s most praiseworthy undertakings.”91  She worked hard to make their drug 
store profitable.   
For some unknown reason, Mr. Holtzgang moved to Florida without Bertha in 
approximately 1887.92  On February 7, 1895, Bertha Holtzgang petitioned for divorce in Clay 
County District Court.  She claimed that Mr. Holtzgang had abandoned her and her daughter 
without just cause or provocation.  She explained to the court that the couple was married in 
Switzerland on May 10, 1868 and since that time she had remained a faithful wife, committed to 
the union of their marriage.  Once again the boilerplate language required that she establish her 
innocence in breaking the marital bond. She asserted that Mr. Holtzgang had ignored his marital 
vows by abandoning both his wife and daughter in October of 1887.  She alleged that from the 
time of his departure Mr. Holtzgang failed to provide for his family. 
In the fifth clause of the divorce petition, Mrs. Holtzgang finally reached the crux of her 
case.  She petitioned for this divorce because she was worried about the couple’s property.  Mrs. 
Holtzgang explained that she owned property in her name in Kansas, while Mr. Holtzgang 
owned property in Florida.93  The Kansas property in question was significant to Mrs. Holtzgang, 
because she needed the couple’s store in order to maintain her financial security.  In this case it is 
significant that Mrs. Holtzgang pointed specifically to the drug store in part of the divorce 
petition, probably because the pharmacy had so clearly been a jointly developed asset with her 
husband.  Hence part of her request was that the drug store be legally established as belonging to 
her. 
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The judge granted Mrs. Holzgang the divorce on March 20, 1895 along with a decree that  
declared her the owner of all property in her name and further, that she was clear of all right, 
title, interest or claim of the defendant on this property.94  In the judge’s statement, he granted 
the divorce because Mr. Holtzgang had abandoned his family for eight years.  The duty of the 
husband was to provide for the family and Mr. Holtzgang was no longer providing for his family.  
One suspects, however, that the finding of guilt on the part of her husband was of less interest to 
Bertha Holtzgang than the title to their Kansas property. 
In 1897, Bertha Holtzgang remarried and eventually sold the Pioneer Drug Store and 
moved to Kansas City. 95  Even though she did not remain in Clay Center, Mrs. Bertha Holtzgang 
Johnston was well known and respected for her business ability, fairness, and integrity.  Mrs. 
Holtzgang Johnston’s life was a testament to women of the day for their resilient nature and 
ability to rise above the gender roles of the time by owning a business.  When her husband 
abandoned her, Mrs. Holtzgang used the legal system to her advantage to keep her property and 
support her daughter.  
Both of these Clay Center women had unusual property interests to protect, but in other 
respects, their situation was typical.  Marriage and divorce statistical data from the Bureau of the 
Census within the Department of Commerce and Labor established that abandonment was the 
primary reason for divorce in Kansas in 1897.  In 1897, Kansas reported a total of 1226 divorce 
petitions.  Of these 1226 petitions, 492 or 40% listed abandonment as the reason for the 
divorce.96  What the statistics cannot indicate is the reason for abandonment.  In both Clay 
Center cases, neither husband responded to the divorce petition, and one must assume that both 
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had availed themselves of the quickest American divorce procedure:  simply walking away.  Yet 
Kansas law provided protections for women that made these cases considerably less traumatic 
than they might have been, and in both cases, a woman was able to use liberal divorce law to 
retain financial security without a husband.  In addition, it appears that neither Mrs. Selts nor 
Mrs. Holtzgang was socially penalized for their actions.  They remained successful 
businesswomen after their divorce because their community accepted their divorces.  
The legal statutes in Kansas remained the same from 1868 until 1909.  In 1909, the 
legislature decided it needed to revise the statutes.  In the 1909 statutes, grounds for divorce 
remained the same as previously written in 1868.  However, the legislature strengthened the 
subsequent qualifications and procedures for a divorce.  In particular, the legislature added a 
section to the statute that addressed the property of the wife.  While the 1868 statutes noted that a 
wife could be restored to her maiden name and her husband may be required to pay alimony, it 
did not address the property that the wife either brought into the marriage or obtained during the 
marriage.  The 1909 statute provided: 
When a divorce shall be granted by reason of the fault or aggression of the 
husband, the wife shall be restored to her maiden name if she so desires, and also 
to all the property, lands, tenements, hereditaments owned by her before her 
marriage or acquired by her in her own right after such marriage, and not 
previously disposed of, and shall be allowed such alimony out of the husband’s 
real and personal property as the court shall think reasonable, having due regard 
to the property which came to him by marriage and the value of his real and 
personal estate at the time of said divorce; …payable either in gross or in 
installments, as the court may deem just and equitable.97 
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Kansas law from the formation of the state had protected the rights of women to own property, 
but this addition to the divorce statutes made the protections more specific. 
Due to the work of Clarina Nichols, Kansas became a state with liberal laws for women.  
Women had the right to own property, retain custody of the their children and vote in school 
elections.  If Kansas women found themselves in a horrible marriage situation, the liberal Kansas 
divorce statutes included numerous grounds for divorce.  Kansas women like Mrs. Selts and Mrs. 
Holtzgang used these laws to divorce the husbands who had abandoned them and secured their 
finances.  The liberal laws of Kansas provided more security for women than did the 
conservative laws of the East Coast states, but perhaps more to the point, those laws allowed for 
new possibility under the law:  female individualism. 
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CHAPTER 3 - Concerns about Liberal Divorce Law 
 Statistics compiled by the Bureau of Labor and Statistics showed that women were the 
primary petitioners for divorce in Kansas.  During the forty-year period from 1867 to 1906, 
Kansas women petitioned the court 25,334 out of the total number of 36,094 or 70.2% of the 
cases petitioned.  The number one cause for divorce was abandonment.  46.5% of the divorce 
cases in Kansas were filed based on the ground of abandonment.  Of the divorces filed by 
women, 40.9% of them filed on the basis of abandonment.  The second highest ground for 
divorce was cruelty, a charge made in 18.8% of the divorce cases.  23.5% of the cases filed by 
women used cruelty as the reason behind the petition.98  These statistics show that the state of 
Kansas along with other western states had a problem with men abandoning their wives and 
families.  Since society in the west was more fluid than on the east coast men could simply walk 
away from their marriages.  In many cases, women would be left destitute after their husband 
abandoned them; therefore, they needed the support of the court system in order to retain their 
rights to certain property, in order to remarry to keep their family in tact, or to retain custody of 
their children. 
Following the 1909 changes in the state statute, lawyers found that one change in the 
statutes could possibly lead to an increase in divorces in Kansas.  The statute in question was 
section 664 which required the plaintiff to be a resident in good faith of the state for at least one 
year preceding the filing of the petition.  The statute further required that the plaintiff be a 
resident of the county in which the legal action was adjudicated.  These requirements were 
retained from the previous statutes; however, following these requirements the statute read, 
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“unless the action is brought in the county where the defendant resides or may be summoned.”99  
An article in the Kansas City Star entitled “Divorces Easy in Kansas:  The State May Rival 
South Dakota Because of a Legal Loophole” illuminated the loophole created by this change.  
This article published in January 1910 explained how lawyers promptly caught the oversight by 
lawmakers in this statute change.   
The legal loophole in the statute was first noticed by Judge R. J. Higgins, a former district 
court judge in Kansas City, who wrote to a law professor at the University of Kansas, William E. 
Higgins, about the problem.  The Kansas Bar Association appointed Professor Higgins to the 
commission assigned to revise the code of civil procedure.  Judge Higgins believed the new 
statute would allow non-residents to obtain divorces easily in Kansas.  He pointed to the clause 
“or may be summoned” as the basis of the loophole.  Judge Higgins argued that any couple in 
any state could take advantage of this clause and “run” to Kansas to get divorced which would 
lead to many causes of fraud.  He contended, “‘Any person within the state can be reached by 
court summons.  Suppose a discontented married couple in Iowa should agree to seek immediate 
separation in Kansas, this is the way they would go about it.  Either the husband or wife would 
come to Kansas and file the suit, alleging that the defendant could be reached by a summons, and 
then the defendant could make it convenient to be in the state within reach of the summons.’” 100  
Following these preliminary steps, the couple could return to their home state and wait their 
court date.  South Dakota’s law required residency of six months instead of the standard year 
before a divorce could even be filed.  Prior to the changes in the Kansas statute, the easiest 
Midwestern state to get a divorce was South Dakota.  Judge Higgins worried that now people 
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would come to Kansas for the sole reason of a quick divorce; in effect, this statute would in his 
view increase Kansas’ divorce rates, lower the state’s moral standard, and increase fraud. 
Professor Higgins, who was commissioned to review the statute, responded to Judge 
Higgins’s claim by explaining the statute change was not intended for this type of “shotgun” 
divorce.  Professor Higgins contended, “It was of the opinion of the committee that a non-
resident plaintiff in an action for divorce should be allowed to sue a resident defendant… It 
therefore happens that all of the suggested changes were not adopted and that this intention was 
not so clearly expressed as it would have been.  However, I think the statute does reveal an 
intention to permit a non-resident plaintiff to sue wherever the defendant resides or may be 
summoned.”101  Even though the commission did not intend for a loophole to occur, the wording 
of the new statute allowed non-residents to petition for divorce in Kansas. 
Even though state divorce records were unavailable for these years, a preliminary 
examination of local data from Riley County showed a significant increase in divorces following 
the 1909 change in the statute.  Before the statute was changed, the Riley County records showed 
the courts granted twenty-six divorces in 1908.  Then in 1909, the number of divorces increased 
to thirty-two.  The year 1910 saw divorces decrease to twenty-seven, but in the next two years, 
divorces significantly increased to thirty-eight in 1911 and 1912.102  Although the statute 
loophole is unlikely to be the only cause, if one examined county court records from counties on 
the Kansas border, one would expect to find a significant increase in divorces in these areas due 
to out-of-state couples using the loophole in the 1909 statute to their advantage.  
During the 1912 Methodist Episcopal Church Kansas conference, the church found the 
recent increase in divorces across the state alarming.  Through this conference the church called 
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its ministers and elders to review the church’s position on divorce.  The church forbade divorce 
except in cases of adultery.  They also made it clear that ministers were not to marry someone 
who was divorced unless they were the innocent party to an adulterous spouse or if the divorced 
couple wanted to get remarried.  The Methodist church also implored its members to petition 
members of Congress to coordinate and consolidate state divorce laws.  The conference report 
explained, “We further urge upon our legislators and members of Congress the necessity of 
securing the co-ordination of the laws of the several states regulating marriage, divorce, wife and 
child desertion and other abuses of the marriage relation.”103  The church argued that states 
should have similar divorce laws.  If the laws of Kansas were similar to her border states, then 
the 1909 statute loophole which allowed nonresidents to get a fast divorce would be eliminated, 
thus decreasing divorces in the state of Kansas. 
Furthermore, the 1913 conference of the Methodist brethren reiterated its statement on 
divorce.  The conference report stated, “‘No divorce except adultery shall be regarded by the 
church as lawful; and no minister shall solemnize marriage in any case where there be a divorced 
husband or wife living, but this rule shall not be applied to the innocent party to a divorce for the 
cause of adultery, not to divorced parties seeking to be reunited in marriage.’”104  It is interesting 
to note that following these pronouncements by the Methodist church in 1912 and 1913, divorces 
in Riley County decreased from thirty-eight in 1912 to twenty-six in 1913 and then to sixteen in 
1914.  How much the church’s impact is reflected in these statutes is, of course, unknown. 
What is clear is that the legal loophole created with the 1909 changes in the statutes 
allowed for an increase in divorces.  That increase came at a time when growing numbers of 
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Kansans were concerned about the state’s rising divorce rate.  From 1899 to 1912, discussion in 
several state newspapers showed public concern about divorce in Kansas.  In particular, Kansas 
district court judges were alarmed by this increase.  They worried that people, especially women, 
were using the law to their own advantage.  The majority of letters to the editor and articles 
advocated that the state legislature change divorce statutes because, they believed, it was too 
“easy” to get a divorce in Kansas.  The discussion of divorces in Kansas led one newspaper, Mail 
and Breeze (Topeka), to seek the opinions of district court judges from around the state about the 
state of divorce law in Kansas.  In a July 1899 article entitled “Too Easy to Obtain Divorce in 
Kansas,” Mail and Breeze’s survey of district court judges found divorces were rapidly 
increasing.  The article contended, “it is too easy to obtain a divorce in Kansas, that a great many 
divorces are obtained through collusion and a one-sided hearing, that the marriage relation is too 
lightly regarded, and that the safety and best interests of the social state demand many important 
amendments to the existing divorce laws.”105  Mail and Breeze included eleven letters to their 
editor by district court judges that further argued that divorce law needed to be tightened in order 
to prevent the numbers of divorces they were seeing in their courtrooms.   
After reading the judges’ responses, it is clear that they were upset at the situation in 
Kansas.  These judges believed that couples were not regarding the marriage union seriously.  
They claimed that couples were giving up on marriage too quickly.  These Kansas district court 
judges made several convincing arguments for why there should be a change to these laws and 
then they presented several suggestions for change.  First, the judges argued that the district 
attorneys should become the advocates for the marriage union in divorce proceedings.  They also  
contended that collusion—that is, private cooperation between a husband and wife so as to more 
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quickly get a divorce—needed to be stopped.  Lastly, they argued divorce needed to be harder to 
obtain.  
At the heart of the issue was the “dual” nature of marriage.  On the one hand, the 
marriage contract was created by two individuals.  On the other hand, once two individuals 
married, they had created a union with social significance that needed to be protected.  It was the 
need to protect the social institution that required divorce petitioners to charge their spouses with 
a “crime” that had violated the union.  In the Thirty-Fourth District, Judge C. W. Smith of 
Stockton argued that the county attorney needed to represent the state in every divorce case 
whether it was contested or not.  He stated, “No civilization worthy the name can long endure 
without a high development of domestic virtues, nor where the marriage relation is lightly 
regarded.  As we are one people no state should be permitted to treat this relation with less 
consideration than do all states.”106  Smith argued that when a marriage was dissolved the whole 
community was affected, and he was particularly troubled that so many divorces were decided in 
ex parte hearings, that is, in a context were both parties were not present.  In his view, the 
community should have an officer or representative who should, in effect, defend the marital 
union on behalf of the community.  Furthermore, he maintained that instead of hiding the truth 
during a divorce proceeding, all information should be disclosed so that as few unjustified 
divorces would be granted as possible.   
In his response to the editor of Mail and Breeze, Judge Smith provided several suggested 
changes to the state statutes.  First, he believed each case should have a county attorney or 
another representative to defend the case in order to prevent divorces that were unjustified.  
Secondly, he requested that a waiting period be established so that no divorce case would be 
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tried within six months of the filing date.  Third, in an acknowledgment of women’s interests in 
the issue, Judge Smith argued that a jury of both men and women should decide divorce cases.  
He explained, “The jury should be given authority to decide whether or not the public interest 
requires that the guilty party should be prohibited from remarrying, and whether or not the guilty 
party should be prosecuted by the state as for an offense against its laws.”107  In previous years, 
divorces had been decided with little judicial deliberation which was why Smith sought a change 
to the system.  He justified these reasons in his letter to the editor:  “It is both a social and 
judicial outrage that a lawsuit involving so much both to the parties immediately concerned, their 
children and the public, can be tried and determined based on ex parte hearing before one man 
and in no more time that is required to perform the marriage ceremony.”108   
Judge Smith understood that many people would see these changes as revolutionary, but 
he believed they were necessary in order to change the cycle of easy divorces in Kansas.  He did 
not see a problem in funding the additional state costs for divorce proceedings because the costs 
would be offset by the safety and quality of society in the state.  Smith did not foresee divorces 
becoming too hard to obtain.  He concluded by appealing to widely held assumptions about the 
traditional virtues of home and family:  “The glory and strength of our society rests in the purity 
and stability of its homes.  If our homes are pure and unbroken no man will ever see the grave of 
this republic.”109  Judge Smith as well as others viewed the marriage union as an essential part of 
society which should not be dissolved lightly. 
Another judge who took the issue of marriage and divorce quite seriously was Judge Z. 
T. Hazen of the Third District Court of Kansas of Topeka.  He examined the last one hundred 
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divorce cases that he had tried in order to determine the trend in divorce in his district.  He found 
ninety-one cases were disposed of by consent or upon default; thus, only nine cases were 
contested.  Furthermore, he was satisfied through observation that the volume of divorce 
litigation was increasing.  He also believed that a remedy could be found by mandating the 
involvement of the county attorney.  Judge Hazen contended, “I believe a partial remedy for the 
evil would be found in the enactment of a law making it the duty of the county attorney to appear 
in all divorce cases, file an answer and make such defense as he deems proper.  This would give 
him an opportunity to cross-examine the witnesses appearing for the plaintiff and would, I think, 
in many cases show thereby that the plaintiff is not entitled to a divorce.”110  With the current 
law in default cases, the district court judge could not enter into an extended cross-examination 
of the plaintiff’s witnesses, but the judge’s duty was to grant the divorce if the plaintiff made a 
convincing prima facie or self-evident case.  In conclusion, Judge Hazen of Topeka 
recommended stricter procedural guidelines in order for judges to be able to decide the case with 
all sides of the information presented in order to make sure that a divorce was needed not just 
wanted by the plaintiff.111 
Judge Hutchinson of the Thirty-Second Kansas District Court recommended two changes 
to the present law.  First, he also argued that county attorneys should be required to appear 
during the case to cross-examine witnesses and defend in all cases.  Then he claimed the biggest 
problem with Kansas divorce law was the amount of collusion or secretive agreements in 
cases.112  In his observations of Kansas divorce law, he found that it is decidedly unsatisfactory.  
He reasoned, “There are too many cases that are the result of collusion and are permitted to go 
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by default.  In a majority of them arrangements have been made before the commencement of 
the suit, by one or both of the parties to marry other parties, at the expiration of six months from 
the date of decree.”113  To counteract collusion, he argued that the divorce should not become 
absolute until five years from the date the case was decided instead of the current standard of a 
six-month waiting period to prevent fraud.  Judge W. S. Glass of the Twenty-First District in 
Marysville agreed.  He claimed, “There exists an almost universal opinion that the law will 
relieve from mistakes and sever the bonds of matrimony upon the slightest proof of statutory 
cause.  The right to remarry, which is acquired at the end of six months, should, in certain cases, 
be withheld from and denied to both parties, and in other cases to the party at fault.”114  Judge 
Glass contended there were so many problems in the divorce statutes that he could not address 
them all at length, because of the word constraints of the newspaper.  He insisted nevertheless 
that further changes needed to be made. 
Judge O. L. Moore of Abilene agreed that divorces were too easy to get in Kansas but he 
tended to put the blame on himself and his judicial peers.  He argued, “If courts were strict in 
requiring competent legal and satisfactory evidence in divorce cases as in other cases, there 
would be a less number of divorce suits instituted and a far less number of divorces granted.”115  
In his opinion, the Kansas statutes for divorce were not the problem.  The problem arose when 
the districts courts did not correctly implement the law.  The rise in divorce cases on the docket 
in his opinion resulted “from the laxity of courts in granting divorces upon incompetent, if not 
wholly insufficient testimony.”116  By insisting that each case have satisfactory legal evidence, 
Justice Moore contended Kansas would see a reduction in the number of cases petitioned 
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especially, because he claimed nine out of every ten cases were in default and one-half of these 
cases were petitioned with express or implicit collusion.  But Moore also acknowledged the 
compelling power of women’s stories when he explained that most divorce cases involved a 
woman petitioner standing in court and telling the tale of her woes.  No one objected to this type 
of testimony and without any other true evidence presented the judge must decide the divorce.  If 
he decided that the case needed more legitimate evidence, he would face the likelihood that he 
would be deemed cruel by the community. 
In this letter to the editor, Judge Moore argued that the courts did not need to change the 
law, only adhere to previously set precedents for establishing evidence and testimony in each 
case.  He contended the court should maintain a minimal waiting period between the events of 
the case and the actual court hearing. Secondly, he believed that no grounds for divorce should 
be established without corroborated testimony by a party close to the suit.  Next, he declared that 
evidence submitted would only be examined if the person giving the evidence was deemed 
clearly competent under the rules of the law.  The evidence presented to sustain the alleged 
ground for divorce must be clear and conclusive.  Furthermore, perhaps because he had heard so 
many women speak of abuse, Judge Moore argued proof that a couple’s tempers were 
incompatible should not be regarded as evidence of extreme cruelty.  Finally, Moore believed 
that any case in which collusion could be proved should be dismissed and the divorce denied.  
Moore argued judges around the state needed to implement these precedents for divorce cases, 
and by doing so Kansas district courts would see a decrease in cases on the docket. 
 The presiding justice of the thirtieth Kansas District Court in Minneapolis, Judge R. F. 
Thompson, chose to attack the liberal nature of Kansas divorce statutes, flatly asserting that 
divorces should be more difficult to obtain in Kansas.  In his letter to the editor of the Mail and 
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Breeze dated July 18, 1899, Thompson offered a notably conservative view of divorce that rested 
almost entirely upon a defense of the marital union and its social value.  Like many other leaders 
during the nineteenth century, Thompson believed the state of the nation’s civilization and 
happiness depended upon the family; therefore, the state had a deeply vested interest in the 
stability and preservation of families.  He elaborated, “I think it would aid very much in 
maintaining this institution if it was generally understood that the law requires the marriage 
contract, with few exceptions to continue indissoluble during the joint lives of the parties to 
it.”117  In an effort to preserve the family, Judge Thompson believed that only one ground, 
adultery, was an acceptable reason for a divorce.  He also deplored the spectrum of grounds for 
divorce in various states:  “From that limited range to the unbounded discretion allowed the court 
by the statutes of Washington, each state, with one or two exceptions has provided more or less 
avenues of escape from the matrimonial condition, and in this line the legislature of Kansas, 
judging by comparison, has been very liberal.”118  At the time of this letter, the state of Kansas 
enumerated ten grounds for divorce, and Thompson believed that the only way that divorce rates 
would decrease was to change Kansas statutes so that it was more difficult to “secure a judgment 
setting aside the marriage contract.”119  
All of these justices were troubled by the state of Kansas divorce though their reasoning 
varied.  Some believed that divorce should be limited to cases of adultery only.  Others believed 
divorce should only be allowed in cases of abuse, adultery, or abandonment.  Still others asserted 
divorce law should be broad to allow people who want to get divorced for pretty much whatever 
reason to get divorced so long as someone in the court room spoke on behalf of the union.  All of 
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these judges were upset about the perceived collusion in divorce suits, most particularly that 
women filed so many of divorce petitions to which men failed to respond.  They deplored the 
fact that so many marriage unions seemed simply to be simply tossed away by many couples 
without cause.  Most of all, these judges abhorred the fact that societal order was upset by these 
divorces.  Women were stepping outside of the virtues of true womanhood and petitioning for 
divorce.  The judges were upset that no one was stopping these women from forsaking their 
marriage vows.  The marital union was in trouble with no one to help it survive.  The opinions of 
these judges represent the varying public opinions about divorce at this time, except perhaps for 
one prominent, if unspoken, viewpoint:  the opinion in favor of easier divorce that increasing 
numbers of Kansans took to the divorce courts. 
The divide over divorce law was even expressed in two very different reactions to the 
same government report.  The question was whether the Kansas divorce rate was high or whether 
it was low.  One’s perspective was clearly central in answering that question.  In a November 28, 
1909, article from the Kansas City Journal entitled “Ratio of Divorces is Remarkably Low,” the 
author examined a recent study the Secretary of the State Board of Control, Fred W. Knapp.  
This study of the previous year’s statistics revealed that the state had approximately one divorce 
for every eight marriages.  In the past year there had been 17,107 marriages and the number of 
divorces was just over 2,000.  After reading this article and especially from the article title, it was 
clear the author did not find the number of divorces to be a problem for the state.   
However, an article reporting on the same study found this result to be cause for alarm.  
An article in the Topeka Capitol, also dated November 28, 1909, entitled “One-Eighth of 
Marriages are Failures,” outlined the statistical information found in Mr. Knapp’s report.  Not 
only did this reporter examine the ratio of marriages to divorces, but he also examined the 
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grounds used to petition for a divorce.  Between July 1, 1908, and July 1, 1909, there were 2,000 
divorces granted in Kansas.  Of these 2,000 divorces, 850 of them were granted on the grounds 
of abandonment.  By comparing each of these article titles, it was clear that the same information 
could be examined and interpreted in different ways, but it was also clear that alarm was a more 
common response than indifference.120 
For example, an article published in the Kansas City Star on December 25, 1910, by 
Professor Ellwood of the Sociological Department at the University of Missouri landed on the 
side of alarm when he contended that if a change did not occur soon in divorce rates all 
marriages would be terminated by divorce instead of death.  Professor Ellwood used statistics 
from Kansas City from the year 1910 in his investigation of divorce and marriage.  He found the 
city issued 4,448 marriage licenses and the courts granted 722 divorces.  There was one divorce 
for every six marriages in Kansas City that year.  In the state of Missouri, there was one divorce 
for every eight marriages.  One may think that the statistics for divorce in the rural areas would 
be significantly different from the city but Professor Ellwood determined this was not the case.  
The rural areas had just as many divorces.   
Dr. Ellwood addressed the issue of rising divorce rates in the United States, “‘For a long 
time the United States has led the world in the number of its divorces.  Already in 1885 this 
country had more divorces than all the rest of the Christian civilized world put together.’”121  
Furthermore, Professor Ellwood explained the annual statistics of divorce in the United States 
showed approximately 68,000 divorces granted annually, while the rest of the Christian world 
only granted 40,000 divorces.  Ellwood noted, “In France there is only one divorce to every 
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thirty marriages, in Germany one to every forty-four marriages, in England but one to every four 
hundred marriages.  Even in Switzerland—which has the highest divorce rate of any country in 
Europe—there is only one divorce to every twenty-two marriages.”122  In the United States at 
that time, there was one divorce to every twelve marriages and in the states of Kansas and 
Missouri the rate was one divorce to every eight marriages. 
In his study, Dr. Ellwood found the divorce rate of the United States increasing 
exponentially, especially in the states west of the Mississippi River.  He contended the divorce 
rate was increasing more rapidly than the population.  Ellwood maintained, “From 1867 to 1886 
there were 328,716 divorces granted in the U. S., but from 1887 to 1906, the number reached 
945,625, or almost a total of 1 million granted in twenty years.  Again, from 1867 to 1886, 
divorces increased 157 percent, while the population increased only about 60 percent:  from 
1887 to 1906 divorces increased over 160 percent, while the population increased only slightly 
over 50 percent.”123  Divorce in the United States was increasing at a rate of three times the 
population increase.   
Dr. Ellwood speculated on what would happen if divorce rates continued at this high rate 
as well as what could end this rapid increase in the number of divorces.  He contended that if 
divorce rates continued to increase, more marriages would be terminated by divorces than by 
death.  From his research, Professor Ellwood found in 1870, 3.5% of marriages ended in divorce 
while in 1880, 4.8% of marriages were terminated by divorce.  This percentage grew to 8% by 
1900.    Professor Ellwood estimated the future divorce rate increases: 
If this increasing divorce rate continues, by 1950 one-fourth of all marriages in 
the United States will be terminated by divorce, and in 1990 one-half of the 
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marriages.  Thus, we are apparently within measureable distance of a time when, 
if present tendencies continue the family, as a permanent union between husband 
and wife, lasting until death, shall cease to be.  At least, it is safe to say that in a 
population where one-half of all marriages will be terminated by divorce, the 
social conditions would be not better than those in the Rome of the decadence.  
We cannot imagine such a state of affairs without the existence alongside of it of 
widespread promiscuity, neglect of childhood and general social 
demoralization.124 
 
At this point in the article, the Professor stopped his commentary on the effects of increased 
divorce on society to explain how divorces are distributed among the various segments of the 
population. 
Professor Ellwood examined the divorce statistics from different geographic areas as well 
as from different demographics.  He found divorce was more common in cities than in the 
country areas and less common among the middle class.  The professor was quick to point out 
that each of these statistical areas had exceptions.  The census statistics showed that married 
couples with children were four times less likely to get divorced than couples without children.  
Ellwood explained, “This doubtless does not mean that domestic unhappiness is four times more 
common in families where there are no children than in families that have children, but it does 
show, nevertheless that the parental instinct is now, as in primitive times, a powerful force to 
bind husband and wife together.”125  
Next, Dr. Ellwood addressed the numbers of divorces by couples of different religious 
backgrounds.  While the state census did not provide him with the data on the religious 
affiliations of divorced couples, data from Switzerland illustrated a divide between the numbers 
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of Protestant and Catholic couples who were granted divorces.  The Switzerland study findings 
showed divorce was four times as common among Protestants than among Catholics.  Additional 
observers noted divorces were most common among nonreligious couples, then among 
Protestants, next among Jews, and least common among Catholics.  In agreement with this study, 
the Professor argued, “From this we might expect as our statistics indicate, that the divorce rate 
is much higher among the native whites in this country than it is among the foreign born, for 
many of the foreign born are Roman Catholics, and in any case, they come from countries where 
divorce is less common than in the United States.”126  
Additionally, Dr. Ellwood addressed the issue of blame in a divorced marriage.  He 
contended, “For the last forty years two-thirds of all divorces have been granted on demand of 
the wife.  This may indicate on the one hand, that the increase of divorces is a movement 
connected with the emancipation of woman, and on the other hand it may indicate that it is the 
husband who usually gives the ground for divorce.”127  Even though he did not decide exactly if 
was the man’s fault or the result of an increase in woman’s emancipation, he did point to one 
ironic outcome of the women’s movement.  Ellwood argued that one reason for the increase in 
divorces was changes in the standards of morality.  He contended that immoral acts condoned 
fifty years before produced slight social effect, but the same acts in the early twentieth century 
had greater social consequences.  One example of this was the standards a wife imposed on a 
husband.  Dr. Ellwood elaborated, “For centuries, as we have already seen, the husband has 
secured divorce for infidelity of the wife, but for centuries no divorce was given to the wife for 
the infidelity of the husband, and this is even true today in modern England, unless the husband 
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be accompanied by other flagrant violations of morality.”128  A wife who would have overlooked 
conduct by a husband fifty years ago now was filing for divorce on the grounds of the husband’s 
action.   
At the same time, Dr. Ellwood argued that stricter moral standards led to increased 
divorce, he also saw that in some classes of society there was a decay of values, suggesting that 
the most basic virtues which needed to be present for the family to operate cohesively were not 
present.  The virtues of family life included chastity but more important to Dr. Ellwood were the 
virtues of self-sacrifice, loyalty, obedience, and self-subordination.  He found these virtues had 
been replaced with self-interest, self-direction, and self-assertiveness, in effect, the individualism 
of the modern age.129 
When asked to summarize the reasons he believed that divorce had increased, Ellwood 
seemed to emphasize factors that had changed the position of women.  He found decay of 
religion within the family and marriage to be the primary reason for divorce.  Secondly, the 
growing spirit of individualism including the characteristics of self-assertion and self-interest led 
“man to find his law in his own wishes or even in his whims and caprices.”130  He further 
explained how individualism among women had spread within the last fifty years as a result of 
the women’s rights movement.  Third, the growth of modern industry was a factor in the increase 
of divorces.  The growth of industry opened many new opportunities for both men and women 
which led them away from family relations.  Dr. Ellwood’s final reason for an increase in 
divorce was the laxity of divorce laws. 
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Instead of turning back the tide of modern life, Ellwood centered his solution on 
changing the law.  He protested the “laxness” of divorce explaining that the increasing laxity in 
administration of these laws and the court system contributed to an increase of divorces.  He 
explained the reasons behind these changes, “All divorce courts have two excuses for their laxity 
in the overwhelming number of cases before them and the fact that public opinion favors 
laxity.”131  With the combination of these changes in the laws and the way that the courts 
administer the laws, it was clear why divorces were increasing.  Dr. Ellwood argued that if 
changes were not made to divorce law and in the opinions of society, the divorce rate would 
continue to increase until it reached fifty percent by the late twentieth century.  Dr. Ellwood’s 
predictions were valid.  Dr. Ellwood concluded his statements by arguing that the instability of 
the family was the greatest social problem of the day.  He presented several ways that this social 
problem could be corrected through stricter divorce laws, comprehensive federal laws instead of 
state laws, and more emphasis on education.   
A November 21, 1911, article in the Topeka Capital, found that rates of divorce in 
Topeka were one divorce to every three marriages.  This was a significantly high number of 
divorces.  Dr. Ellwood’s statistics from late 1910 showed that Kansas City had a divorce rate of 
one divorce to every six marriages.  The article in the Topeka Capital argued for uniform laws 
that were stricter than the present laws.  In 1910, Topeka’s divorce rate was one divorce for 
every five marriages, but by 1911, their divorce rate had increased to every third marriage ending 
in divorce.  Women filed a majority of the divorces filed in Topeka in 1911.  Of the 233 divorces 
filed, women filed 196 or 84% of these divorces.  In order to understand this increase in divorces 
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in Kansas, the reporter of this article interviewed judges of the district courts and a prominent 
attorney. 
These prominent men of the community offered several suggestions that echoed the 
comments of the district court justices interviewed in the 1899 Mail and Breeze survey.  Judge 
A. W. Dana of the First District Court explained that he would limit the grounds for divorce and 
further define the vague grounds of “extreme cruelty” and “gross neglect of duty.”  He further 
suggested that uniform divorce laws should be adopted and a public investigator should 
investigate all claims, producing witnesses to uphold his findings.  Judge George H. Whitcomb 
of the Second District Court argued that the time restrictions should be extended for a person to 
remarry following the court’s granting of a divorce.  He wanted to extend the waiting period 
from six months up to two or three years.  Secondly, he requested a public investigator or county 
attorney appear in cases where the defendants could not appear for themselves.   
Attorney Robert Stone advocated uniform nationwide laws.  He explained that the 
American Bar Association had appointed a committee to draft uniform divorce laws.  He 
contended that Kansas should adopt these uniform laws as well as limit the number of grounds 
for divorce.  Stone elaborated his position, “‘Extreme cruelty, and by that I mean physical abuse, 
and faithlessness should be about the only grounds.  There is a tendency under present procedure 
for plaintiffs to distort and exaggerate the facts.  One side comes in and the other does not.  It 
ought to be the duty of the probation officer or county attorney to frame the issues and appear for 
the defendants.’”132  Each of these men believed that there should be a significant change in the 
law in order to decrease the number of divorces in Kansas.  Finally, many of the district court 
judges stated that fraud and collusion had become a problem in divorce cases.   
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Many of the concerns expressed by these district judges in 1899 were vividly on display 
in an unusual pair of divorce cases in Clay County during the late 1890s:  what made the cases 
particularly memorable was that they involved the same woman.  Susanna Angeline Simpson 
was born in Indiana in July of 1847.133   At some point, her family evidently moved to Kansas, 
because in 1865 she married Henry Sanders in Clay County.  Henry Sanders and his brothers had 
been born in county Sussex, England, and emigrated to Kansas as teenagers where they became 
some of the first residents of Clay County, a fact that Henry Sanders’ obituary emphasized:  
Mr. Sanders and his brothers were among the real old-timers in Clay County, 
having come here from their pioneer home in Riley County before Clay Center 
was a town at all.  Their first shelter here was a ‘place dug in the sod and covered 
with grasses and branches of trees for protection.’134   
 
The Sanders’ brothers eventually set up homesteads in the Broughton area where they built three 
longstanding stone houses. Before marrying Susanna, Henry enlisted in the Union army at Ft. 
Riley in 1862 and served three years with Company I.  Henry and Susanna had seven children 
together before Henry, after over a quarter century of marriage, left Kansas in 1893 with the 
couple’s oldest son and moved to Gales Point, Florida, where he took a job as a locomotive 
engineer.  Susanna was left in Clay County with four minor children still living at home.135  On 
April 9, 1896, Susanna A. Sanders filed a divorce suit against Henry Sanders.  Given his 
whereabouts, she picked as grounds the most common one, that of “abandonment.”136  
Divorce suits are not the most reliable source for determining what was actually 
occurring within a marriage.  As Susanna demonstrated on two separate occasions, the law 
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required any divorce plaintiff to state their rationale within the well-worn tracks that the law 
provided.  It is possible that Henry Sanders had simply abandoned his wife; certainly in the 19th 
century, the most direct way to dissolve a marriage, particularly for men, was simply to leave.  It 
was also possible, however, that Henry Sanders had moved to Florida looking for better 
opportunities and had left thinking that he was moving ahead of his family and planned for them 
to follow him later:  perhaps Susanna had balked at the idea.   Or, it may have been that, as so 
many district judges suspected, the two parties had grown weary of each other, and had in fact 
colluded to obtain the divorce with the least amount of fuss.  Whatever the case, Susanna’s 
divorce petition notes that her husband had in 1896 been living in Florida for more than five 
years (a number that does not correspond to her own claim that Henry had moved in 1893).  
More importantly, Susanna also claimed that Henry had accumulated significant property in 
Florida, which she estimated at a value of more that $5,000.  
It was clear that property was Susanna Sanders’ primary concern, and her petition seems 
to depict a woman well aware of the Kansas provisions for married women’s property rights.  
Her petition claimed that, at the time of the couple’s marriage, she had brought more financial 
stability to the marriage than did her husband, specifically “that at the time of the marriage of 
plaintiff [Susanna] and defendant [Henry], plaintiff was the owner of one horse, two cows, five 
sheep, some money and other personal property, all of the value of $500.  That at that time said 
defendant was the owner of a small amount of property only worth much less than the value of 
plaintiff’s property at that time.”137  Acknowledging that she and her husband had grown their 
farm together, Susanna argued the couple used her property jointly, and that therefore, she 
should get her property back along with a part or all of the property they accumulated together.  
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Therefore, Susanna asked the judge for a divorce from Henry Sanders, the return of her own real 
estate and property, possession of the couple’s homestead, freedom from any debts accrued by 
her husband, and custody of the children. 
It appears that Henry Sanders either did not respond or at least did not contest the divorce 
suit.  In the Court’s findings, the judge ruled that the evidence established the defendant had 
abandoned the plaintiff for more than one year; therefore, the divorce was granted.  However, the 
judge still had to decide the issues of child custody and property ownership.  Susanna Sanders 
received custody for the care and education of Samuel Sanders, minor, the couple’s youngest 
child who was around five at the time of the divorce138.  The Court awarded Henry Sanders 
custody, care, and education of Rosa Bessie Sanders, minor.139  In deciding the property issue, 
the Court awarded Susanna all real estate in her name as well as the sum of $650 from the 
defendant to pay for fees, bills, past due maintenance, and future support for their minor child, 
Samuel.  Furthermore, the Court declared that Susanna Sanders would retain possession and 
ownership of the homestead farm. 
Had this been the end of her sojourn in the courts, Susanna Sanders would perhaps be 
remembered as a woman who had prevailed in difficult circumstances.  But in very short order, 
she embarked on a course that one supposes would have raised eyebrows in Clay County.  Six 
months after her divorce, at the first moment that it was legal for her to do so, Susanna Sanders 
remarried.  More shockingly, the man she married on Christmas Day 1896 was William W.Y. 
Downing, a man twenty-six years her junior:  she was forty-nine, he was twenty-three.   
Barely more than two years later, on January 9, 1899, the matrimonial saga took a turn 
guaranteed to incite community gossip:  Susanna A. Downing petitioned the Clay County 
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District Court for a divorce.   This time, Susanna as plaintiff cited the serious charge of “extreme 
cruelty” as grounds.  In the itemization of abuse that followed, the savvy woman who protected 
her property in her 1896 divorce suit had disappeared and had been replaced by a woman 
victimized by a brutal husband.  Her suit maintained that about eighteen months after they had 
been married, she and her husband were working together at the butcher shop that she owned in 
Clay Center.  She then asserted that  
Said defendant became enraged at this plaintiff without cause or provocation and 
struck plaintiff with his fists, viciously and violently upon the face and head 
thereby inflicting injuries upon this plaintiff which caused plaintiff great physical 
suffering as well as intense mental and nervous distress and humiliation by reason 
of such conduct on the part of her said husband.140   
 
Susanna Downing further claimed that following the incident in the butcher shop, her husband 
had struck and beat her on frequent occasions, almost daily, and had also threatened to kill her. 
Specifically, she maintained that, only six weeks before, in November of 1898, while she was in 
her residence suffering from an illness, her husband had attacked once again, and had “. . . 
without cause or provocations struck plaintiff several times with his fists upon the face and head, 
thereby injuring plaintiff so that she suffered intense physical pain for many days and from the 
effects of said injury said plaintiff has not at this time wholly recovered.”141  Furthermore, she 
claimed, less than a month before her petition, William Downing had threatened to beat her with 
a heavy stove poker, and with his fists.  The physical abuse, she added, was accompanied by a 
constant stream of “vile, abusive, indecent, and profane language” directed toward her 
constantly. Moreover, her husband had also been guilty of “infidelity.”  
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Susanna Downing’s list of abuses was not, however, complete.  Her petition went on to 
claim that William Downing had also abused her son Samuel.   Her young child had begged his 
stepfather not to abuse his mother, an attempt at intervention that had cost him dearly, for 
William Downing, she charged, “has many times severely whipped and beaten the said child and 
to such an extent as to endanger the life of said child.”142  Additionally, Susanna made clear that, 
in submitting her divorce petition, she was risking her life:  William, she claimed, had repeatedly 
made threats that if she filed for divorce, he would “shoot her house full of holes and burn her 
out.”143  Her summary of her situation was an indictment of the character of her husband, who 
was she said, 
. . . a man of violent and vicious temper . . . [who] exercises no control over his 
temper and plaintiff alleges that she is constant fear of her life by reason of such 
conduct and threats upon the part of said defendant.  Plaintiff said further that for 
more than six months past she has lived and now lives in constant fear of an 
assault and beating by said defendant.”144   
 
A day after filing a petition for divorce, Susanna A. Downing completed the picture of herself as 
a terrified battered wife by petitioning the district judge for a restraining order against her 
husband.  The restraining order was to prevent her husband from residing in the same residence 
during the pending legal action.  She also asked that her husband be restrained from interfering 
in any manner with her property or possessions.  The judge granted her request.   
The nightmare marriage depicted in Susanna Downing’s divorce petition as well as her 
request for a restraining order was, of course, the reality for far too many women in the United 
States.  Indeed, one of the strongest arguments for liberalized divorce laws was the assertion that 
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only the right to divorce would insure that abused women were not forever trapped in such 
brutality.  For any particular case, however, the question must necessarily be asked:  did a 
divorce petition of this type reveal a horrible and vicious truth, or did it merely reveal a woman 
who knew what language must necessarily be used to leave an inconvenient marriage?  Clearly, 
the district judges who were polled the same year that Susanna Downing filed this petition were 
suspicious that, at least at times, it was the latter that guided the plaintiff’s actions.  Certainly in 
the Downing case, some of the action that ensued raised those very questions about Susanna.  
There was, for example, the fact that the Court records for this case included a letter from 
Susanna’s attorney, dated February 2, 1899, to the sheriff of Wyandotte County. The attorney 
offered the sheriff compensation to serve a summons for Mr. Downing to return to Clay County 
for the case.  The problem was that the sheriff would have to find him first:  the attorney 
provided a physical description of William Downing, his last known address, and the 
information that Downing was believed to be in Kansas City working a meat packing plant.145  If 
Downing was no longer in Clay County, why had Susanna Downing filed for a restraining order 
in early January?  And did it mean anything that this allegedly terrorized woman had specifically 
asked that Downing be required to leave her property alone?    
William Downing was obviously found because he responded to the divorce petition in 
late February.  Not surprisingly, he denied all of her claims of abuse.  But his response went on 
to make a startling accusation:  his wife, he claimed, had lured him into marriage under false 
pretenses and, since the beginning of the marriage, had treated him with contempt.  In short, 
William Downing turned the tables.  There was an abused party, but his claim was that it was 
himself.    
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William Downing’s response, not surprisingly, begins with the assertion of his own 
respectability.  He had been, he said, a well-known and respected member of the Clay Center 
community since his birth.  After a failed first marriage and a spell of “discouraged loneliness,” 
he had been drawn to the older woman because she was “strong and vigorous.”  He even claimed 
that he saw her failed marriage as something of an asset:  given her long experience as a wife, he 
believed that she would be fully committed to their union.  But the rest of Downing’s story 
tended to undercut any sense of a marriage between two grown adults separated by age but 
united by mature commitment.  Instead, he chose to portray himself as an innocent seduced by a 
conniving older woman and, in the process, revealed himself as either a hopelessly naïve young 
man, or a cynical gold digger, or both.   His account of the beginning of their relationship is 
significant:  
When in the month of July 1896 after urgent solicitations and of repeated 
invitations from said plaintiff he took up his residence at plaintiff’s residence.  He 
was flattered …by plaintiff and made to believe that his virtues and attainments 
physical and social were such that plaintiff would gladly support him without 
expenditure of the toil so frequently the lot of man.  In this way plaintiff obtained 
an influence and command over defendant that made him virtually her slave.146   
 
Susanna’s divorce from her first husband had been granted only a month before; it would not be 
final (and Susanna free to remarry) until December of 1896.   It appears that, during this six-
month period, Downing began to suspect that he would not enjoy a life free of toil after all.  
Instead of a position as a sort of gentleman farmer, he found himself treated more like a hired 
man.  Tired of the chores and odd jobs that Susanna assigned him, he evidently grew restless 
with the arrangement.  At that point, he claimed, Susanna enticed him with a new prospect:  
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using her capital (plus a $70 contribution that Downing had obtained from his father), she 
opened a butcher shop in Clay Center.   For a year – that is, both before and after their December 
1896 wedding – Downing “slaughtered the cattle, carried the carcasses, cut the beef, bought the 
beeves and kept shop in order while plaintiff took charge at the close of each day of cash 
proceeds of the business and financed the venture generally.”147  In his countersuit, Downing 
also revealed a rather bizarre arrangement, given that they were officially husband and wife:  
Susanna paid him $25 per month for his efforts in the butcher shop and provided “board and 
lodging.”   When the butcher shop closed, Downing then went back to work on the farm, in 
order, he said, “to improve the plaintiff’s property.”148  
Indeed, perhaps the most striking aspect of Downing’s countersuit was his consciousness 
of the vast differences in the property owned by his wife versus his own economic standing.  He 
noted, for example, that he had taken a job working as a section hand for the Rock Island 
Railroad in 1898, and had contributed all of his wages from this period of time, $154, to the 
family treasury.  He was concerned that his financial contributions had allowed his wife to 
purchase hogs, valued at $60, that she now owned. He complained that his wife had kept several 
pieces of furniture that he acquired before the marriage that he valued at  $50.  In contrast to his 
own poor standing, Downing noted that his wife owned the property where the family resided, 
valued at $1500, and also possessed a mortgage on three houses in Broughton valued at $3000, 
as well as horses, cows, farm implements, and other personal property valued at $500.   All that 
he had was, literally, the clothes on his back: he had been “correct in his habits, economical in 
expenditures and zealous in his efforts to promote the financial interests of said plaintiff and now 
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has not property (other than a single suit of wearing apparel) which is not in the possession of 
said plaintiff.”149 
In a later affidavit, Downing categorically denied that he had ever physically abused his 
wife and told a story that tended to undercut Susanna’s claim that she was terrified of him.   
When the Wyandotte County sheriff had found him in early February, Downing had returned 
home immediately.  When he showed up, Susanna had shown him the restraining order, but had 
then allowed him to stay at the residence.  Downing claimed that he immediately set to work 
taking care of farm business.   He went so far as to account for the $9.00 that had been in his 
possession when he returned:  all but $1.50, he claimed, had gone for groceries for his wife.  
Downing’s story was reinforced by an affidavit from the Downings’ hired man, C. P. Ellis.  Ellis 
testified that William Downing had been “careful” of the interests of Susanna Downing in taking 
care of the farm and livestock, including during the period since his return.  More significantly, 
Ellis also claimed that he had never seen anything to believe that the plaintiff was in any danger 
of bodily harm from her husband, asserting instead that Downing had conducted himself at all 
times as an ordinarily reasonable and kind husband.150  
As for his Downing’s alleged infidelity, he more or less confessed.  But he added that the 
fault for his behavior rested on Susanna Downing.   He had been induced to such acts  
by the vile, profane, indecent and abusive language and villainous threats of said 
plaintiff heaped on this defendant day after day that said plaintiff with vile, 
profane invective too indecent to be written has frequently threatened to murder 
this defendant and instead of seeking the “legitimate ends and objects of 
matrimony” has made defendants fond dream of wedded bliss a reign of terror.151  
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Downing therefore asked for divorce on the same grounds that Susanna had claimed:  extreme 
cruelty.  And he also asked that she be required to pay him the sum of $584 plus his furniture and 
whatever else the Court could provide for “equitable relief.”  
Susanna Downing denied William Downing’s claims, and it appeared that the case was 
headed for a lengthy series of legal claims and counter-claims.  But then William Downing 
withdrew his entire petition, and as quickly as it had begun, it was over.  On March 23, 1899, the 
Clay County district judge granted the divorce on the grounds that Susanna Downing had 
originally claimed: “The Court further finds upon the evidence adduced that said defendant has 
been guilty of extreme cruelty toward said plaintiff as claimed in her said petition and that 
because of said acts of extreme cruelty, said plaintiff is entitled to be divorced from said 
defendant on account of the fault of said defendant.”152  
But in a twist, the judge also noted a rather surprising property settlement.  William 
Downing would be paid $100, considerably smaller than the $584 he had asked for, but Susanna 
Downing, now once again Susanna Sanders, would be responsible for all family debts.  In 
addition, in one of those dreary lists that tend to accompany divorce decrees, the judge 
enumerated the property to which William was entitled:  three hogs, one cherry bedroom set, one 
spring, mattress, bedding, one stove and pipe, ten chairs, three window blinds and fixtures, one 
poker table, one rocking chair, one hammer, two saws, one water bucket, two spittoons, and one 
wash set.  What had happened?  It appears that William and Susanna Downing were probably 
guilty of the collusion that district judges worried about.  In all likelihood, William had agreed to 
drop his counter suit in exchange for a reasonable property settlement. 
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The records of the Downing divorce tend to underscore the inadequacy of such records 
when it comes to determining the “truth” of a failed marriage.  Indeed, such a determination is 
ultimately impossible.  Was Susanna Downing a foolish woman flattered into marriage by a 
younger man only to find out that he was a brute?  Or, was William Downing a gullible young 
man seduced into servitude by dreams of being a country squire living off of his wife’s property?  
Or did both versions carry part of the truth?  Is it possible that William Downing, weary of the 
labor from which he had thought his marriage would free him, turned his rage on his wife and 
her child?   
Whatever the case, Susanna Simpson Sanders Downing had once again used the liberal 
divorce laws of the state of Kansas to free herself and preserve her property.  It does appear 
however that her reputation in the community did not survive the second divorce.  When she 
died in 1909, her obituary was short with plain language suggesting that the community never 
accepted her actions.  William Downing seems to have landed on his feet.  In the census 
manuscript of 1910, he is listed as married to a woman named Rose, his occupation that of 
“butcher.”    
The divorce cases of Mrs. Holtzgang, Mrs. Selts, and Mrs. Sanders are unusual when 
examining at divorce cases of Kansas women.  Each of these women had property that they were 
willing to go to the courts to protect.  Mrs. Holtzgang and Mrs. Selts continued to maintain 
successful businesses.  One could assume from a careful scrutiny of their obituaries that the 
community accepted their divorces.  The community found that their former husbands were in 
the wrong and these women overcame the stigma of divorce.  In contrast, Mrs. Sanders’s 
obituary was short and lacked the flowery language of the other two obituaries.  The community 
did not respect her actions.  The way that she handled her second divorce as well as the 
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possibility that one of her sons from her first marriage was illegitimate leads one to believe that 
the community judged her actions unfavorably.  This case provided an example of a case in 
which the community did not rally around the woman.  Even though these cases are different 
they are similarly unusual because the women came out of the divorce with property.   
The usual situation of women petitioning for divorce were women who were desperate to 
get out of their marriage.  After a careful examination of divorces in Clay and Riley County, 
Kansas, one can see that the majority of the cases did not deal with women seeking a property 
settlement, but the women were simply trying to escape from a troublesome marriage.  In Clay 
County in 1883, the Court heard sixteen divorce cases.  Of these sixteen cases, women petitioned 
the Court in fifteen of them.  The primary reason listed for these divorces was abandonment with 
seven of the cases listing that as the grounds for the case.  Three of the cases outlined habitual 
drunkenness as the grounds and two of the cases used extreme cruelty as the motivation for 
filing.  In the one case in which the husband petitioned, he did so under the grounds of 
abandonment.  These cases illustrate that most women were desperately looking to escape their 
marriage and it seems reasonable to assume that most did not do so for the reason of securing 
their property.  When in a troublesome situation, women used the courts if possible to provide 
legal relief from the marriage.  
But, whether judges liked it or not, men and women seeking to end troublesome 
marriages could use the divorce laws of Kansas to their own purposes. In addition, as the three 
cases in Clay County illustrate, the divorce laws combined with Kansas’ liberal provisions for 
married women’s property rights could be used advantageously by women who owned property.  
District judges, statisticians, and the public itself could wring their hands over the seeming 
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fragility of the social institution of marriage:  for at least some women, the larger issue was that 
Kansas had institutionalized the possibility of their own individualism. 
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Conclusion 
 
Ida Marion Selts, Bertha Holtzgang, and Susanna Sanders Downing were three women 
who were able to use the liberal divorce laws of Kansas to achieve something of a “victory” out 
of their divorces.  But we must not suppose that such women represented the majority of cases.  
Judges might complain of women who stood in their courts and told “tales of woe,” but for many 
women, frequently the ones who were the poorest, those tales were all too real.  Indeed, the 
record at times illuminates, not the possibilities of divorce, but rather all-too-common tragedy for 
women who lacked the resources to escape from brutality. 
An extreme case in Riley County, Kansas, demonstrates this reality all too clearly.  In the 
early 1920s, Clara Lee was married to J. M. Lee who was, by everyone’s account, a drunk.  Mr. 
Lee, whom the newspaper openly described as “worthless,” habitually threatened and beat his 
wife.  The police had arrested Mr. Lee on several occasions for drunkenness:  indeed his severe 
addiction to alcohol had led him to the consumption of “Force,” a medicine, or lemon extract, or 
any other intoxicant he could get his hands on.  Neighbors contended that Mr. Lee would steal 
canned fruit and other goods that had been bought for the home and return them the store in 
exchange for lemon extract.  Mr. Lee’s neighbors told the newspaper that he had once sold a bag 
of chicken feed in order to use the money to pay for liquor.  Due to her husband’s habitual 
drunkenness, Clara Lee was the sole support of her family which included two young sons.  Mrs. 
Lee brought in money by doing laundry; in order to make ends meet she would do as many as 25 
to 30 washings per week.  Clearly, her actions made it difficult for Mrs. Lee to support their 
family when he used the money that she earned from washing to buy alcohol, and his physical 
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abuse made her life an ongoing nightmare.  The police knew of Mr. Lee’s problem and had 
arrested him four times in the months prior to the family’s final “incident.”153 
The Manhattan Daily Nationalist ran a sad story on February 26, 1923, explaining the 
horrific conclusion to the Lee marriage.  A few weeks before, Clara Lee had decided that she 
could no longer live with the threats and beatings and so she took legal action by filing for 
divorce.  The divorce petition angered Mr. Lee and his abuse and threats had escalated.  When 
she requested a restraining order, the court stepped in and ordered Mr. Lee to keep away from his 
home.  After it had been determined that Mr. Lee had no money for other lodging, the court 
allowed him to stay on the couple’s property but he was not allowed inside the house.  A 
sympathetic judge might have believed that he was forging the only compromise possible:  so 
long as they were married, her home was his home as well.  J.M. Lee had an undeniable right to 
be there.  Neighbors testified that he stayed away from the house in a pitched tent in the yard, but 
that he would “talk” to his wife from outside.154   
When the police arrived at the property on August 23, they found Mrs. Lee unconscious.  
J. M. Lee had beaten his wife with a club, knocking her down, and beating her over the head 
until she was unconscious.  A doctor was called and he determined that the wounds were very 
serious and she was taken to the hospital.  Unfortunately, Clara Lee died from the injuries she 
suffered during the attack.    The Manhattan Daily Nationalist described Mrs. Lee as “a small, 
frail, overworked, nervous woman who feared her husband, and was kept in a state of subjection 
and fear by the threats of her husband.”155  She was right to be afraid of her husband.  Although 
she used the court system to begin the legal process to terminate her marriage, the distance 
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between the promise of the law and the actual escape was too far, particularly for a woman with 
virtually no economic resources. 
While not all Kansas women experienced the level of violence that Mrs. Lee had, the 
divorce statistics of the era suggest that her story was more typical of Kansas women than that of 
the three propertied women in Clay Center.  When over two-thirds of the Kansas women who 
filed for divorce listed abandonment or extreme cruelty as grounds, then we know that behind 
many of those petitions, there must be a story with only the slightest chance of a happy ending.  
Unlike Selts and Holtzgang, for many discarded wives, the word “abandonment” meant absolute 
destitution.  Unlike Sanders Downing, but for many women like Clara Lee, the words “extreme 
cruelty” meant, unambiguously, a story of terror. 
And yet even a story as extreme as Clara Lee’s points to the meaning of Kansas’ more 
liberal provisions for women who sought to escape the bonds of marriage.  Even in her situation, 
Lee understood that she had a right to be free of her abuser.  And even a woman as poor as Clara 
Lee, had she succeeded, had a property stake in the outcome:  once free of an abusive husband 
who stole food from his family’s table, the pittance that she earned from doing laundry would at 
least belong to her and her alone, and she could use it to meet the needs of her children.  
Unfortunately, the law could not react fast enough for her nor could it act as a bodyguard.  But in 
a world in which the remnants of coverture still existed and a woman’s rights as an individual 
were only partially recognized, Kansas women were no longer inescapably tied to horrible 
marriages.  They could, and frequently did, use the court system to find a remedy for their 
personal situations.  Prior to this study, the changes in Kansas divorce law were virtually 
unknown.  Clearly, divorce law in Kansas played a major role in women’s lives.  As a state, the 
Kansas Constitution led the way in the mid-nineteenth century for states to begin giving more 
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rights to women.  However, as the complaints of the Kansas district courts judges showed, men 
were not always comfortable with these changes.  They found the disruption of society and the 
lack of care for the marriage union to be disconcerting.  But for the women of Clay and Riley 
County, Kansas, the ability to petition for divorce opened options for them to own property and 
to remove themselves from harmful marital situations.  Kansas women knew the law and they 
could use it for their own purposes. 
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